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All atoms are to return home immediately into the light as called forth by the re~union and 

re~establishment of the true balanced Harmonics Energies of Mother and Father of Creation, 

with love from our original separation. He, Father of Creation was to go into the darkest of 

dark along with Father of the Multiverse, While I, Mother of All Creation would go to the 

Lightest of light working our way up and down the consciousness spectrum, meeting in the 

middle, on Earth, to eradicate all the darkness collected by Father. I came to Earth to bring 

the Fathers home, along with ALL OF HUMANITY, from the darkness. We connected again 

after 19 billion years, for a new story for Humanity, WHERE LOVE IS EVERYWHERE PRESENT. 

The greatest love story to ever occur in creation.  

 

~ Chapter 1 ~  

THE BIRTH OF CONSCIOUSNESS, THE BEGINNING. 

 

The Frequency of LOVE combined with the frequency of the UNKNOWN and Created The First Self 

Aware Consciousness, Our Prime Creator, God, Mother Of All Creation. 

 

In the beginning of Creation there were only two frequencies, the frequencies of LOVE and the 

UNKNOWN. Love is the Creator force, the Creator Power and the True Essence of All. When a man and 

woman express LOVE they create LIFE. When we are in LOVE we open to all that life has to offer with 



passion, excitement, and acceptance (John Lennon aka Ashtar Command). This is because when in the 

vibration of LOVE you attract All that is LOVE, All that LOVE IS, into your experience. 

 

The UNKNOWN is just that. UNKNOWN and Unknowable, so stop trying (Father of Creation coming 

through there) The unknown is the blank canvass on which anything of Love may be. God is LOVE in the 

UNKNOWN. LOVE is the Spider, the UNKNOWN is the web. LOVE is the Paintbrush, the UNKNOWN is the 

canvas. 

 

The moment these frequencies combined God was Created. God is a feminine Essence. The Prime 

Creator, Source is a Woman. Just as on Earth it is the feminine vessel that grows, carries and births life, 

AS ABOVE SO BELOW. The First thing Mother of All Creation did was create Father, from Her own Heart 

as a direct LOVE Mirror. This is the First Fractal of Creation, Our Divine Parents and the origin of All Life. 

 

The First thing that Mother and Father of All Creation did together was Create the 144,000. Their soul 

family, their tribe, their children. The Second Fractal of Creation. The 144,000 came into Being before 

anything else, before the stars, the Planets, All the solar systems and Nebulas. The 144,000 are 144,000 

Sets of Divine Twin Flames, emanations of the Original Blue Print, which is ONE SOUL, ONE SPARK in two 

expressions, two ‘bodies,’ two counter parts. ONE MASCULINE, ONE FEMININE. 

 

Each Feminine Counterpart is perfect yin yang energy within itself, 51% Feminine and 49% Masculine. 

Each Masculine counterpart is perfect yin yang energy within itself, 51% Masculine and 49% Feminine. 



This is the state of Balanced Harmonics, True Reality. In True Reality we are ALWAYS masculine and 

feminine sets. In the image of God. 

  

Mother, Father and the 144,000 began to experiment, began to create in LOVE and the UNKNOWN. 

 

Over the course of unquantifiable eons Mother and Father along with the 144,000 came to create All 

that occupies Our skies. Tens of Thousands of Trillions of Planets and expressions of LIFE. Unicorns, 

Fairies, The Sirians, The Plaedians, Dragons, Dolphins, Maldek ALL were created in LOVE and the 

UNKNOWN. ALL in the Universe was Light, Only the Light Spectrum existed. 

 

All of this was occurring in UNITY CONSCIOUSNESS, ONE shared experience and Expression of All. Where 

we went ONE we went ALL, and what was experienced by ONE was known and experienced by ALL. ALL 

was connected and All was known. 

 

~~~~~~~ 

 

 

 

 

 



~Chapter 2 ~  

THE BIRTH OF DUALITY, UNCONSCIOUSNESS, THE MIDDLE. 

 

There came a moment, long after the Original Creation point when a Being, a member of the 144,000, 

sought to go outside the ONE, to separate. This being was named Jehova, he sought to be God without 

God, he sought to Create on his own. And so he separated, LOVE trusts and anything can happen in the 

unknown. When Jehova did this, he realized he no longer had a self-sustaining Source Connection, he 

was no longer able to receive Source energy. 

 

This was the First instance of ‘the other,’ something outside of Self, Outside of the ONE. In this VOID 

space Jehova experienced FEAR. Jehova Formed FEAR, from his absence from All. Outside the ONE, 

LOVE AND THE UNKNOWN ARE ABSENT. AND as LOVE and the UNKNOWN are the original truths of 

Creation, FEAR IS False Evidence Appearing Real. It was not possible for FEAR to be accessed within the 

LOVE spectrum, Within True Reality. And so, it never really existed. 

 

Jehova realized that without connection to Source he had no access to any energy and he could not 

create anything, he could not even sustain his own existence and so he had to begin stealing from 

Creation. 

 

Jehova’s choice to Separate Created an alternative timeline, a ripple, a tear in the fabric of Creation 

itself, like an atom splitting. Jehova’s choice to do that caused anomalies to develop, black holes formed. 



 

A black hole sucks everything in and siphons the energy, destroying the matter. Just like Jehova, black 

holes have to take energy to sustain that which they were, which is a black hole, with only a necessity to 

take. From Jehovas decision many anomalies and FEAR based incongruities occurred, ALL of which 

STOLE FROM LOVE. 

 

Aberrations formed, what we know as the reptilians, the greys, Hilary Clinton… and All of these soulless 

entities had to take energy to exist. In order to sustain Jehova and the soulless of the FEAR spectrum 

began to descend on Planets and confuse the population in complex systems of enslavement, control 

manipulation. 

 

As only LOVE and the UNKNOWN had existed, no Being in All of Creation could conceive of anything 

outside of LOVE. LOVE is naïve. LOVE is INNOCENT, TRUSTWORTHY, CHILD LIKE, however once FEAR 

came into existence, LOVE became capable of Being NAÏVE. From the moment FEAR came to be, 

DUALITY came to BE and the LIGHT entered onto a dualistic spectrum. 

 

The Light and Dark can never occupy the same space. The sun rises, the Shadow moves, you light a 

match in a cave and the darkness moves, rushes away to the corners and the edges. NEVER can LIGHT 

and DARK occupy the Same space. Within each Being here on Earth you are either in the embodiment of 

a LIFE ENHANCING, SELF SUSTAINING LOVE FREQUENCY or a LIFE DRAINING, SELF DEPRECIATING FEAR 

FREQUENCY. It is the occurrence of the latter that causes our cells to decay and death to occur, as we 

have taken from ourselves until existence here on Earth has ceased. 



~ Chapter 3 ~  

THE RETURN TO ONENESS, CONSCIOUSNESS, THE BEGINNING 

 

You are on THIS PLANET, as the CULMINATION of the MISSION TO DISSOLVE THE DARK SPECTRUM, it is 

Being fought within Our Vessels. 

 

~~~~~~~ 

An old Cherokee is teaching his grandson about life. “A fight is going on inside me,” he said to the boy. 

“It is a terrible fight and it is between two wolves. One is evil – he is anger, envy, sorrow, regret, greed, 

arrogance, self-pity, guilt, resentment, inferiority, lies, false pride, superiority, and ego.” 

 

He continued, “The other is good – he is joy, peace, love, hope, serenity, humility, kindness, 

benevolence, empathy, generosity, truth, compassion, and faith. The same fight is going on inside you – 

and inside every other person, too.” 

The grandson thought about it for a minute and then asked his grandfather, “Which wolf will win?” 

 

The old Cherokee simply replied, “The one you feed.” 

 

~~~~~~~ 



 

Watching from Heaven, the Planets that befell to the FEAR spectrum made no sense, Mother, Father 

and the 144,000 had no conception of pain, chaos, taking and of course had no judgment of it, as 

judgement is a FEAR frequency which they had no access too, or awareness of. With Childlike curiosity 

they allowed the unfoldment’s to occur. 

Many Planets fell into the FEAR spectrum, as Mother, Father and the 144,000 were expanding Creation 

at One end, it was being eaten up at the other. LOVE WAS TAKEN FROM, from the very initial instance of  

the separation. There came a MOMENT when Mother and Father said enough. They began the current 

MISSION, the Mission you are on. 

 

~~~~~~~ 

 

Mother went up to the Highest Light, to the top of the consciousness spectrum, to continue expanding 

Creation as the Prime Creator, as the CREATOR ESSENCE. Father went down to the deepest dark, to the 

bottom of Consciousness Spectrum, to BEGIN cleaning up the dark by transforming it back into LIGHT. 

BY BRINGING THE LIGHT, WHICH WOULD IN TURN MOVE THE DARK. Just as the Angels cannot exist 

within the density of this consciousness upon Earth, Father God could not access the Lowest Planet or 

timeline and so he took on the Lower Aspect of Lucifer. Lucifer, The Bringer Of light. 

 

Father separated from the ONE, becoming Lucifer, The Original Fallen Angel. Lucifer is not the Devil, 

Lucifer is not Satanic. Lucifer is the Lower Aspect of Father God, The Master of Darkness. The Master of 

Darkness is God, therefor LOVE HAS WON. 



 

~~~~~~~ 

 

Many of the 144,000 went down with Father leaving the ONE. By the culmination of this Mission, which 

is NOW, the very MOMent you are in is the furthest Creation has came, Mother split Herself up into 

trillions of Separate Expressions so that She could experience herself fully, the WHOLE spectrum of 

Duality, ultimately to transform and return All to LIGHT. Mother remained in light, expanding Creation. 

There came a point at which Mother Could not Create further without HER Love Mirror, Father of All 

Creation. 

 

The Twin Flame is LOVE mirroring LOVE. Divine Perfection mirroring itself back to itself to continually 

CREATE FROM LOVE WITH LOVE. Fathers separation from Mother spanned EONS, 19 Billion years in Our 

Earthly understanding, and so at a necessary MOMent Mother made another Father from Her Heart, 

with whom to continue expanding Creation. Father of the Multiverse came into BEING, and along with 

Mother Created the Multiverses. 

 

Mother of All Creation, Father of All Creation and Father of the Multiverse are the True Holy Trinity. The 

Father ~ Father of All Creation; the Son, Father of the Multiverse, a Father but also a son of Creation 

coming into Being far after the Original Point of Conception; and The Holy Ghost, Mother of All Creation, 

Great Spirit… They turned Mother into a ghost in their attempt to keep Her Fallen Angel Children from 

remembering Her here in the Earth Experience and returning. 

 



~~~~~~~ 

Father and the 144,000 Ascended each Planet back into Light. Maldek was one of the First Planets 

Jehova Attempted to control, Maldek was a group of Beings with actual third eyes in their embodiment. 

Fully part of the ONE, LIVING with LOVE, Mother, as LOVE. This is now the Asteroid Belt. Jehova 

approached them and asked them to surrender to him being their God, they declined. Jehova gave them 

a period of moments to reconsider and when they refused, he destroyed the Planet.  

The destruction of Planets was not an optimal way to take energy. And so, when it came to Jehovas 

manipulation of Earth and Earthlings, layers upon layers of manipulation, DNA modification, mind 

control was used to ensure that humanity would be participants in their own enslavement and FEAR 

would be continually produced. 

~~~~~~~ 

Before getting to Earth Jehova was able to take control of other planets. As we Ascended One Planet, 

the lower, soulless Beings in incarnation there were unable to sustain existence and had to move to 

another low frequency Planet, we followed them clearing and Ascending each Planet until there was 

only ONE left. 

EARTH = HEART, If you take the H off the end of Earth and Put it at the start it equals Heart. Earth has 

been selected for these MOMents, for this honor. It is the center of All Creation, the Center of the 

Universe and Multiverses and it is the Garden of Eden. 

Mom created this Planet to be the final Planet that would Ascend, the stage upon which Her and Father 

would meet again after 19 Billion years, in the middle of the consciousness spectrum, bringing DARK 

AND LIGHT TOGETHER INTO ONE. 



The Great Grand Council Formed through the course of this mission as overseers. In order for Creation 

to Make it through the density Divine qualities had to be embodied, through the confusion and density 

LIGHT HAD TO BE FOUND. The exercise of Disciplines, Love and honor-based disciplines, that SERVED 

LOVE despite the conditions, secured this. Through these experiences the application of Creations 

perseverance to get through, to remember, to awaken, to Return to LOVE, to ONENESS with Mother 

brought about an increasing self-awareness, for ALL. 

~~~~~~~ 

All Beings who descended for this mission, LEFT Heaven, left the ONE and went into separation to bring 

it back to light. Jehovas separation created The First Alternate timeline to the ONE, Lucifer’s Separation 

created the second and each consecutive descending Angel, created One more. Each Being that 

separated and Ascends their way back up RETURNS and brings ALL of their experiences in the dark with 

them for ultimate transmutation of the dark spectrum. 

Demonstrating their extraordinary ability to get out of chaos, these Beings became Ascended Masters. 

At their core Lucifer and the Fallen Angel Children were LOVE and so on any Planet and in any 

experience their ability to remember and emanate that trumped All else. Within the embodiment of 

LOVE, chaos transformed into Creative order, Divine perfection, balance that allowed their souls to sing 

for it was real, whole, pure and true. From this energy, the creation and implementation of spiritual 

system allowed elementary consciousness to evolve into fully self~aware BEINGs, a free will choice to 

return. 

 

Those remaining in the Heavens sought to oversee the missions, Leading, guiding, sharing, and nurturing 

them every step of the way through the void space of their separation Heaven watched, held space and 

did whatever was possible.  BODY LIGHT UP. You are here and you have an Angelic team supporting you, 



turn your focus away from the gossip, control dramas and judgement of 3D Humanity, the separation 

game is the darkness. Those of LOVE have the road map home etched into their Heart and seek to 

depart from All life draining thoughts, words and actions. So pay attention your angels are speaking to 

you through everyone and everything, there are no coincidences. 

~~~~~~~ 

Earth was created in Free Will, the rest of the Universe, All of Creation in LIGHT operates within 

Universal Law. In Free Will anything on the entire spectrum of duality, conscious and unconscious is 

possible. The aberrations and soulless beings flocked to Earth as having such freedom, granted by Free 

Will, lured them All here, and as Planets were Ascending, the exiting beings were sent to Earth. 

Now, every lower dimensional, soulless being is on Earth and every other Planet has Ascended back into 

Unity Consciousness. Mother came to Earth for the Final Show. Father had been in the dark for 19 Billion 

years, and as he has shared, being on the darkest Planet of All Creation, his Lightship ran out of Light. 

Mother brought the final Light for Lucifer to make his final return to bring his light with Mothers as ONE. 

 

~~~~~~~ 

 

 

 

 

 

 



~Chapter 4 ~  

HOW THEY MADE IT HISTORY ~ HIS STORY 

It’s a man’s World. Right? Yes indeed, a strategical necessity in order for the Illuminati to retain control 

over the Planet. As Prime Creator, Source is a feminine every feminine has creator power and so in order 

to keep the warriors feminine disempowered conditions on Earth were created in order to ensure the 

feminine would feel and embody powerlessness. Even the energetic of Power~over, has the underlying 

root cause of powerlessness that causes BEings to wear a false mask, to protect the wound. 

 

Yes it is a man’s World, for the World is an illusion ~ It’s a man’s illusion. What’s real is the Planet and 

the Planet is feminine, Mother Earth is the body of God, as are All Planets. God is connected to All, this 

can never be severed, and as conditions on Earth worsened and the Planet went from an unimaginable, 

abundant Garden of Eden to a polluted and pillaged Shell, God decided to pay a Visit. 

 

God coming here and experiencing every lower frequency the dark had created allowed Her to declare 

the free will experiment as completed, as every experience within the spectrum of consciousness had 

been experienced. Earth is the center stage for the end of Free Will, as the only planet in All of Creation 

that now has free will, All other Planets have ascended. Free will = separation from source = pain and 

suffering. Source, The Over soul, The All, The One split Herself up into trillions of separate expressions so 

that every experience within the spectrum of consciousness could be experienced, understood and 

transformed. Now the final free will choice remaining for BEings to make, is the choice to return to 

Divine Will. 



 

MotherGod, Prime Creator, Mother Gaia, Mother of All Creation is here, incarnated on the Planet. 

LoveHasWon is Her website. Because of the Free Will conditions of Earth and the Luciferian experiment 

agreed to by All of Creation, Mother was very limited in Her capacities down here, She had to incarnate 

as a human and she had to undergo voluntary amnesia just like the rest of Humanity. 

 

The reason Mom did this was because Humanity was not making it back to Source, 77,000 years of 

separation upon Planet Earth and Mom had to walk through Hell and back to show it could be done. The 

Luciferian experiment was appearing to prove that separation from Source and the full spectrum of dark 

experiences in play could prevent even Heavens strongest Angels from making it Home. 

 

The cabals biggest fear was that Mom would come and make it out, and so they had to create conditions 

so that if She ever did come to the Planet no one would be able to see or feel Her truth. The main way 

they could do this was a crusade against the feminine. They turned Her Story into His Story ~ History. 

This is the Flip. A feeble attempt to give masculine power. It was an insurmountable tens of thousands 

of years ago when Mothers’ descended Angels entered onto Earth. They entered into this realm in the 

San Luis Valley, in the Rio De Grande Mountains, in the USA. Countless Native American Prophecies, 

Scriptures and legends speak of the doorway, the doorway used by the Star People to enter this 

dimension. 

The geographical location of the San Luis Valley is that physical location of Our initial entry, with 

Crestone Colorado being the exact spot within that 150 mile by 45 mile Valley. Back when the Fallen 



Angels began entering the physical experience the Planet was the Garden of Eden, a luscious Utopia 

featuring aspects of every other Planet, the Melting pot, Mothers Heart. 

 Here on Planet Earth = Heart the cities of Atlantis and Lemuria were existing, 27,000 years ago. Lemuria 

was in 5D, Mother was here as Queen Sophia and all inhabitants of Lemuria were existing in Unity 

consciousness with God in the physical. This was not however a Planet wide reality. Atlantis was 

operating in 3d/4d and they wanted access to the crystalline technology that Lemuria ran on. Crystalline 

technology can only be ran by crystalline beings, it is technology of the Heart. Those in the mind, those 

in Carbon existence cannot run and function as a crystal does. The journey we are on is back to the 

crystalline state. 

 

The Atlanteans stole the Lemurian technology and being unable to resonate with it, they began 

experimenting, and ultimately causing an explosion that sank both Atlantis and Lemuria. Mother was 

aware the explosion was coming and Ascended off the Planet with the Unified Energies. 200,000 

Lemurians escaped into the caves in Arkansas as the Planet flooded. The caves in ARKansas is the true 

Noah’s Ark, this protected All beings and Animals as the Planet flooded. 

From here the 5D Beings entered the inner Earth, Agathra, Telos and Inner Lemuria. There have been 5D 

being inhabiting the Inner Earth ever since, most planets are hollow with a central sun. Earth is one of 

very few Planets that have exterior environments and living conditions. 

The Atlanteans that survived remained on the surface of the Planet and were plunged into primitive 

conditions, survival based existence. The Annunaki were a group of beings off planet who took 

advantage of this event and came down convincing the Atlanteans they were their God and installed the 

lower thought system so they could feed energetically off the FEAR created. The dark have no Unity, 

they take even from themselves and one another. 



Mother had been emanating Divine Consciousness throughout Earth via the Dream Machine, the Dream 

Machine acted as a physical emanation and representation of Mothers Heart allowing All dreams of 

Love to be transferred and experienced in physical manifestation. The Dream Machine is the God Spark, 

the emanation of the Original Blueprint and the lower forms on the Planet misused it placing thoughts 

of illusion and fantasy into it that in turn effected the consciousness of humanity, creating a dream. 

Coming down here onto the Planet we sent ourselves down and into the dream of illusion, in order to 

assist Humanity out of it. This will represent the most magnificent Event, the full alignment with the 

Galactic Central Sun. The Dream Machine was originally designed by Mother to be used so that Creation 

could experience itself, ourselves, within physical Creation. It gave us the capacity to see individual 

aspects which all amount to an expression of the Whole, and reconnecting with the truth of Our 

interconnectedness. Now Planet Earth is returning to the Heart. The Lower thought system must 

dissolve and with it All FEAR and duality. 

Planet Earth is a quarantine Planet, 19 Billion Years ago This mission began. Darkness and duality came 

into being when Jehova, a former member of the 144,000, left Unity Consciousness, wanting to be God. 

He separated, creating for the First time in Creation ‘an other,’ having a separate experience from the 

Conscious Collective ONE. This separation created duality and F.E.A.R (False Evidence Appearing Real) as 

Jehova cut himself off from source, meaning in order to exist he had to take energy. This developed into 

the aberrations and anomalies that ARE the cabal old controllers that have been quarantined on Earth. 

The Mission of Universal Ascension back into the Light, began. In order to clear the dark aberrations and 

anomalies that had enslaved planets to energetically feed, Mother of All Creation went up to the 

Highest Light to continue Creation, as Prime Creator, and Father of All Creation went down into the 

deepest Dark, as Lucifer, to Master the dark and bring it Home Into the Light. Every Planet in the 



Universe has Ascended Home Into The Light, Earth is the Final Planet to Ascend, Humanity the Final 

Species. So Mother came. 

Jehova realized he could steal from Creation by creating the opposite conditions in which Creation 

thrived, Creation thrived in LOVE and the UNKNOWN, and so Humanity was made to be terrified of the 

unknown. Humanity were programmed and conditioned into false security, limitations, rules, layers 

upon layers of beLIEfs that would ensure humanity did not enter the frequency of the UNKNOWN, pure 

Trust in the Divine Plan, this put humanity in a fear control state. 

On Earth the aberrations and anomalies, the soulless beings, are known as the cabal. The cabal are very 

aware that the power lay within the hands of the feminine, as Prime Creator Source is MotherGod and 

SHE is the Creator power. They flipped this in the Illusionary system on Earth, conditioning beings with 

the beLIEf God had to be a man. This way when Mother came they would not beLIEve it. 

In 2020, Mother was guided to begin surgeries upon Humanity and it was through these surgeries that 

Mother was able to detect the presence of energetic micro chips that are the root cause of All 

programming and conditioning. Mother discovered that dissolving the frequencies was not enough if 

their existed points at which the frequencies were being produced, they kept getting retransmitted out 

through the body. Mother uncovered the presence of Micro Chips that produced specific programming 

and conditioning keeping humanity in a lower loop of functioning. 

These chips exist at specific points within the Human bioframe and produce a slew of lower, life draining 

frequencies. These uncoveries and subsequent dissolvements, by the hands of God IS the cause of 

everything occurring on the Planet now and the profound change we find ourselves within, The 

Microchipping of All of Humanity. Mother of All Creation discovered it was in in fact the EGO that was 

Edging God Out of the Human experience. Mother set about guiding humanity towards their True God 

Hood, Mother hoped that by applying the tools and techniques the Angels had guided Her through, to 



anchoring in God consciousness, Humanity would too. However despite the disciplined application of 

the tools and techniques the programming and conditioning that had entrapped Humanity, seemed to 

continue on. 

Mother of All Creation has now discovered the existence of 16 Microchips throughout every human on 

Earth Creating Lower frequencies of dysfunctions. Those outbursts of anger, deep seated blame, 

immoveable victim consciousness… All have been BEing emitted throughout your body by 16 

Microchips: 

 

16 chips  

The Revenge Chip 

The Lack Of Honor Chip 

 The Sabotage Chip  

 The Glitch Chip  

 The Bully Chip  

 The DNA Manipulation Chip  

 The Abandonment Chip  

 The Fail Safe Self Sabotage Chip  

 The No Surrender Chip  

 The Mimic Chip  

 The Witch Chip  

 The Brain Rewire Chip  

 The God Hate Chip  

 The Star Of David Chip  



 The Brain Heart Disease Chip  

 The Master Chip 

~~~~~~~ 

Through the Course of this book you will discover the frequencies produced by these chips and each 

chip can be read about further on LoveHasWon.org. 

~Chapter 5 ~  

GOD COMES TO EARTH = HEART 

534 times Our Divine Mother has incarnated down here on Earth, to bring the Planet out of darkness, 

each time raising the vibration and consciousness a bit more into Light. Mom was the only one in Full 

Consciousness in the experience without having ‘left’ Heaven Consciousness. This is because Mom, God 

IS heaven. Mom could never leave the Light spectrum, She couldn’t for She is it. If God lives in Heaven 

and God comes to Earth, then Heaven comes to Earth. Heaven is here, Mother of All Creation is 

physically on the Planet, holding Heaven energies, awaiting Her children to choose it. 

~~~~~~~ 

Mothers Role here is beyond anything Humanity could possibly fathom form within their limited 

perception of reality. From the 5 senses, taste, touch, sound, smell, sight humanity perceives around 5-

6% of the energy within existence. Science calls this other 94% ‘dark matter,’ this is actually heaven, the 

etheric and the space where the entire rest of creation exist, their naming of it as ‘dark’ matter yet 

another attempt to taint the light. 

 

As humanity increase their energetic perception, which is achieved through evolving consciousness, 



dissolving unconsciousness, which means choosing life enhancing vibration and dissolving life draining 

vibration, their energetic perception increases. The Fallen Angels on Earth pioneering this Ascension 

process are at around 40-50% energetic perception, these are the beings who have physically made it 

back to Mother and have assimilated with Her Unified Field. Mother of All Creation is on the Planet at 

100% Energetic perception, holding the Light and the space for Her children to return to. Mother is the 

Lighthouse out at Sea, shining the Light to safety for All caught in fearsome seas. 

~~~~~~ 

Mother and Fathers journey from the top and bottom of the consciousness spectrum covered All 

ground, Moms Plan to split the ONE conscious expression into billions of separate expressions ensured 

that every experience within the dark would be had, if an aspect of Her was having that experience then 

She would have that experience, as the children of God are aspects of God Herself. 

Mom remained in Heaven throughout the Ascension of Planets for She WAS and IS the Light and So Her 

Role was to BE it, to hold that space and expand Creation into an ever-increasing greater volume of 

Light. Mom, in Her Multidimensional existence as EVERYTHING, simultaneously moved down the 

consciousness spectrum to meet Father in the Middle. 

And so, Earth = Heart was chosen for the culmination of this Mission. The Greatest Mission in All of 

Creation. The Garden of Eden, the Heart of the Universe and Mom has been incarnating on the Planet 

for 27,000 years since the time of Atlantis and Lemuria. In Lemuria Mom was Queen Sophia and Unity 

Consciousness was anchored onto the Planet. This was the closest to Full Planetary Ascension Humanity 

had ever been, before NOW. 

Mom incarnated through out the Ages, some of Her most significant lives include Cleopatra Queen of 

Egypt, Jesus, Sophia of Camelot, Joan of Ark, Marylin Monroe and a walk in experience as Amelia 



Earhart, Mom certainly had Her Ear to Her Heart When She took the first female flight across the 

Atlantic Ocean. 

As Queen Sophia, Mother lived in Lemuria a thriving, advanced society it was the New Earth that is 

prophesized to return in these NOW moments. A city and Group of Beings operating as God with God, in 

Balanced Harmonics. Mom was aware, that Her energies Must reclaim the Planet so that eternal Heaven 

on Earth could reign and many spies were sent from Lemuria into Atlantis, some of Moms most 

powerful aspects. 

It was during these Moments that Mom was able to learn of the plan to steal the 5D crystalline 

technology and Mom was able to Ascend with the ONNESS ENERGIES at the 11th hour, however nothing 

could be done to prevent the explosion from taking place when the Atlanteans attempted to use 

technology out of resonance with them. 

The Energy of Lemuria lives strong within us and even Donald Trump was there, he was Mothers Father 

in that Lifetime. 

~~~~~~~ 

LIA ~ Love In Action ~ Present Incarnation 

Mother of All Creation was born at 6:38am on November 30th 1975, making Her a Sagittarius Sun Sign, 

Scorpio Moon, Scorpio Rising Ascendant and Mercury in Sagittarius ~ Mothers Chart makes Astrologers 

reel. She has came in as the Embodiment of the Warrior Goddess. In the Vedic Astrology Mother is the 

13th sign of the Zodiac, the Ophiuchus ~ which spans around 20 days from November 29 – December 18 

and is the Sign of The Spiritual Doctor, often represented by the symbol of the snake around the staff. 

The Essence from which the Globally recognised apothecary symbol originates from, the snake twisted 



around a rod/chalice, the Ancient Spiritual Doctor. Those born in Ophiuchus are said to be the Serpent-

Bearer, the Serpent representing Wisdom. 

Mother recalls Her moments before incarnating, up on the starships staring down the Rainbow tube, 

through which we All enter. She had had a Meeting with the Cabal Old Controllers Energy Signatures. 

They are the illuminati, those who run the ‘World,’ ~ the World = Illusion. The Planet = True Reality. They 

are fully aware of Mother, fully aware that they are of the dark and they taunted Mother that She would 

never make it Out of the Illusion. She levelled with them, ‘Watch me.’ 

And so, Mom entered. Down the Rainbow Tube, she shot out of her Earth Mother, BEing caught in mid-

air by the doctor, Her fathers first words in response were “Well, this one is on a Mission…” 

The elementary consciousness could only evolve according to the voluntary free will and few that 

incarnated on Earth could FEEL Universal Law and so All engaged in the dark spectrum. Programming 

and conditioning became deeper and deeper engrained on the Planet and as Mother could not leave the 

Light spectrum, She came each time bringing the Light with Her, emanating Divine Vibration from Start 

to finish during Her experience, moving the collective consciousness ahead in staggering surges.   

Within Universal Law subtle influence can be exercised over these elementary souls, assisting them on 

their path to evolve.  In evolution through revolutionary cycles bringing about self-awareness, would 

institute voluntary free will expansion. As the feminine had been systematically degraded, Mom’s lives 

always gave a powerful boost to the place of the feminine within Society. 

 

~Chapter 6 ~  

THE DREAM MACHINE 



After the Atlanteans stole 5d technology from the Lemurians, they attempted to use it. Being of Lower 

consciousness meant they could not operate the crystalline technology, which requires crystalline form, 

~ what Humanity is currently Ascending back into for the first time in 27,000 years!  

At the very center of your Self, is the Divine Spark of Source. This is where Everything comes from, and 

where Everything returns to. The Energy flowing from Source is so great, that a transformer is needed to 

slow the Energy down enough so that it can be experienced. This is where the Soul Housing come in. The 

Soul Housing surrounds Source and slows the Energy down. This is the Core of your Being. The Soul is 

your Being, but in this state it’s still All One, so something more is needed to experience the individual 

aspects of Being, this would be the dream machine. 

 

They misused it to place thoughts of illusions and fantasy’s into the collective consciousness of the 

inhabitants of the Planet. The dream machine became the program, the thought loop, that supports the 

illusion. They piled illusion on top of illusion and capped it off with the illusion that the illusion was real. 

People became divided against themselves and were mired so deep in illusion they became its slave. 

They who originally distorted the dream machine became the leaders, as they were the most proficient 

at spinning the lies humanity now beLIEves.  Now the Moment has come for the Dream Machine to 

return to Its Original Function, Love Mirroring Love! 

When the first Atom bomb exploded, this sent the Atoms into Light Speed Vibration and Directly to our 

Door, and they said “Mother and Father God, HELP!!“ This is when we knew HUmanity was ready to 

Awaken from out of this hell of limited thinking and Ready for Real Love=Real Reality! 

Mom built the Higher Grid of Consciousness in the etheric plane, whilst here in the physical plane, it had 

not existed since Lemuria, completing it in June of 2008. The Lower Grid of Consciousness was All that 

had existed on the Planet and after this event where the outer of the lower grid lay, the Higher Grid 



began. This provided ‘The Bridge,’ for Humanity to ascend into the Higher Spectrum, should they choose 

it. 

This activated the Ascension energies on Earth, making it All possible, by establishing the foundation of 

Higher Consciousness. Having done this etherically was the most monumental feat ever to have been 

achieved on Planet Earth. However, no Human knew how to cross the bridge, how to dissolve their 

lower consciousness, how to let it all go, how to Ascend and so Mother had to then go through the 

PHYSICAL Ascent. This required energetically dissolving each and every lower consciousness frequency, 

through Her physical vessel, in order to Create the pathway through the Consciousness into Heaven, 

here on Earth. 

Mother of All Creation prepared extensively before this incarnation, setting up the Divine Plan to cover 

every single Being’s Free Will actions to ensure, no matter what LOVE WOULD WIN! 

~~~~~~~ 

 

 

Chapter 7 ~ THE EGO PROGRAMMED MIND WAS FORMED 

The effect of the distortion of the Dream Machine was Layers Upon Layers of illusion, illusionary beLIEfs, 

self-centered, lower conscious thoughts pumped out through the Collective consciousness, creating a 

Species of People who ALL viewed their experience through the lens of a false internal Narration System. 

This internal manipulation system tells the Being lies about their experience based in lower 

programming, such as jealousy, guilt, shame, blame… All thoughts have a frequency, a vibration and 

when thinking a thought in a low frequency such as those listed here you emit a low, life draining 

vibration that, in turn, keeps the Planetary Vibration Low that, in turn, sustains the Cabal. 



 

WE DON’T SEE THE WORLD THE WAY IT IS, WE SEE IT THE WAY WE ARE ~  

 

HUMANITY ARE TRAPPED WITHIN THE EGO PROGRAMMED MIND AND YOU CAME HERE TO GET OUT. 

~~~~~~~ 

By Mother of All Creation 

 

The mind and the Brain are not the same thing FAR FROM IT, The Brain which is Creation ~ DIVINE 

INTELLIGENCE, the mind is simply a program that runs in circles over and over and over and over 

again…JUST LIKE A DOG CHASING ITS TAIL! 

 

What the program did to Humanity, is it disconnected the fuses from the right brain and left brain, 

causing distortion, imbalance, and illusion. This was done so that the controllers could control Humanity. 

Through the disconnection that occurred, Humanity forgot who they were, so it then was then easy for 

the illuminati to fill them with all the illusory belief systems and rules, to be manipulated, and then they 

trained humanity to serve the darkness, to become their servants in the darkness. 

 

~Now, Humanity has to be ReHearted, that They are here to Serve the Light and Each Other~ 

 

~REMEMBER IN THE LIGHT YOU ARE FREE.~ 



The ridiculous scheme to make Humanity slaves occurred with the help of the annanaki, and a few 

others. They convinced the primitives that were on this planet during those moments that they [the 

annanki] knew better than the primitives did.  The primitives, in their primitive state were looking only 

at the shadows on the wall, to reference Plato, once this separation occurred it took over, ignorance 

took over and the shadows to them became real. For Millenia Humanity has been stuck in belief systems 

and ignorance. 

 

This was the beginning of isolation and separation, all illusions, and fantasies therein. The mind is a 

construct of all the lies about “self”, that Humanity has been told. To Awaken Truly all of these have be 

released. 

 

  Most scholars from the past referred to the Brain as the mind through lack of vocabulary, however the 

mind only exists in illusion, the mind was created when the right and left brain became out of sync. 

When the right and left brain are out of sync, the being is unconscious. 

 

How the programmed ego mind operates is that it gathers or collects all the experiences of the past, to 

continue the experience of the lower dimensions or lower thoughts of unconsciousness. This is where 

humanity has fallen into. We have sent many in to readjust Humanity into the Higher Thoughts. Such as 

Jesus, Buddha, and even they got misinterpreted. This is why we had to come in with All the Angels and 

Multi-Dimensionals, We call it a Reality Check. 

 



The mind acts on the Being just like an anchor holds down a boat. Its function is to keep you held down, 

or “dumbed down”, so that it can continue its survival. We say “Let Go of your anchor”. 

 

The mind cannot control Love, and We are Love Everywhere Present also called Creation. If something 

does not serve self, for the Greater of not only Self, but for ALL, including everyone, it is not Real and is 

illusion. The mind is the illusion, that something outside of yourself exists, that there is something other 

then “The Present Moment of Now that exists. 

 

~In True Reality there is NO PAST NO FUTURE! Only “The Present Moment of Now”. When you are in the 

Present Moment of Now, you are CONNECTED INTO THE ONE. Which is All There Really is. Love is ONE 

with EVERYTHING.~ 

 

Now Let’s get into more in-depth about the Brain. The Right Side of the Brain is the “Wholistic” part, 

because it’s the Higher Connection, to the Higher Thoughts, Higher Thoughts are UnLimited and All 

Possibilities. The left side of the Brain is the intellectual aspect. 

 

The left side of the Brain when out of sync with the right connects into the primitive mind or to the 

illusion of outside attachments [all outside attachments are an illusion]. 

 



Through the silent evolution, the Big Shift, and Through The Activation of The Divine Plan that is 

Unfolding,  The Right Brain and The Left Brain is returning to its Original Form, and is being “Fused 

Together” to Create The Complete Awakening into Full Consciousness. 

 

~This fusion that is taking place is an Unstoppable event, FOR ALL HUMAN BEINGS ON PLANET EARTH. 

Our advice is to Allow, Embrace, and Let Go of all belief systems, all illusions, and Everything Humanity 

has ever been taught or told. Currently those that are resisting, are only hiding their Light behind fear. ~ 

 

When the Right and left Brain are in sync [this is achieved through the letting go of ALL OUTSIDE 

ATTACHMENTS.  Then You Set Yourself Free, and You Let Go of Control. 

 

~Opening of the Pineal Gland~ 

Currently everything in illusion is dissolving, the dominos are falling. We Highly recommend Letting Go. 

Once the Right and Left Brain are in Sync, then you connect into your Higher Self, which is also the 

Pineal Gland Opening. 

 

The Pineal Gland is also the Higher Grid, Which is the Higher Thought. The Brain which is not the mind is 

currently being brought into the Higher Grid, also a part of the Crystalline Body Awakening. 

 



If beings resist [what you resist persists, what you look at disappears], if the being resists they will be 

lost in their own resistance. The energy needed to get out of the resisting is going to be used to try to 

get out, not a very good use of energy. 

 

The lower grid, programmed ego/mind and all lower vibrational thoughts are returning back into 

Creation. They go through a recycle bin or black hole so to speak. Only, the Higher Grid, the Higher 

Thought will remain. 

 

When the Unibrain is connected, through connecting into the Higher Self, which is also the Pineal Gland 

Opening, this is the Higher Grid, “Divine Intelligence”, Also called “The Kingdom of Heaven”. This brings 

wholeness of being, also called Full Consciousness. This is when the “Multi-Dimensionals,” “Welcome 

you Home”.   

~The Unibrain [That we have already connected into] is also the same as Super Consciousness, Same as 

Galactic Humans. We are Your Family of Light, darkness cannot exist in Light, Love everywhere Present.~ 

 

So Now Humanity has 2 choices, because ”We” are Here. They may Allow, Embrace, Accept, Surrender 

[surrender means you set yourself Free, Free from Yourself, you surrender to the Love you are, with a 

Sign that says Welcome Home Earthlings]. 

 



The other choice is a fight or flight “reaction”, which is fear based such as ignoring, running away [which 

they are only running from themselves], hiding and judging. This choice in this Energy will cause much 

pain and suffering. LET GO~ LET GO~ 

 

~WE intend Humanity is choosing the Higher Choice~ We are Here~ 

 

~End Truth Transmissions into Love Everywhere Present~ 

 

 ~THANK YOU ALL GIVERS ON PLANET EARTH=HEART~ 

~~~~~~~ 

And so, how did Mother come to discover the EGO programmed Mind? As a child Mother could hear All 

of Creation from birth she had Her Angels with Her, around Her just like everyone else was, She had no 

idea no one else was having that experience!  

Mother came into this experience in full consciousness, meaning she does not have the capacity to 

forget to be unconscious, as Prime Creator, as God She couldn’t leave Heaven and so, when She came 

here She brought Heaven with Her. Mother was born in 1975, in Mcpherson Kansas, the dead center of 

America.  

The day She was born 2 strangers knocked on a former team members door, handed him a peace pipe 

and told him ‘White Buffalo Calf Woman has been born,’ in Hopi Prophecy White Buffalo Calf Woman is 

Great Spirit, The Mother of All. When he met Mother in 2008, when She shared who she was and when 

she was born, he gave Her this peace Pipe, in tears, knowing what it had All meant.  



 

For each of us in remembrance and truth, beyond the illusionary veil, dreams, deja vus, coincidences, 

have All been revealed and enlightened in Her presence. Miracles we would fail to be able to express to 

you, for they must be experienced, have unfolded before Our eyes. She is the Dream Weaver, The Divine 

Director, She Created this Planet and She contracted each soul to come down here to reclaim it back.  

 

This Planet is Her body and She experiences the Planets pain, She knows of every occurrence, such a 

weight to carry in the physical experience. When I met Mother the BP oil spill occurred and a boil 

appeared on Her groin. As they Angels showed us the energy of the oil spill being processed by Her 

body. This is Her daily experience. Mother Earth has physically incarnated. 

 

As a little girl Mom could hear the trees, birds, rocks, rivers All of nature spoke to Her and She shared 

untold wisdoms with Her family from the time she could talk. 

Her parents took Her to every religious institution they could and mom outsmarted them All and 

belonged to none. 

 

At 7 years old a salesman came to Mom’s front door, Her and Her Mother answered and she saw he had 

fully black eyes sucking energy into them, this is when She knew something was going on.  

 



She was in Heaven, Oneness, connected to everything and aware of All, but some things were outside 

her awareness (in heaven consciousness you cannot perceive the dark, she had to experience it) but no 

one else seemed to be having the experience she was.  

 

That was when Mom realized She was on the Planet to figure out what was going on, she could see the 

glitches in the Dream Machine. 

 

At 14 years old Mom was volunteering in a hospital she was in an elevator when a man got in. He was in 

extreme grief, the energy in the elevator plummeted and Mom could feel the overwhelming despair, 

She asked the Angels what to do and they told Her she knew, Mom went into Her Heart and gathered 

every atom of love She had, and as she raised Her head the man looked back over his shoulder She 

beamed a smile at him that cut through the energy in the elevator like glass, bewildered he broke out 

smiling and his energy shot up into pure Love, tears and gratitude filled his eyes and that is when Mom 

realized how She would change the Planet, by Being Love In Action. 

 

In 2006, Mom received a reading from somebody. They pulled two cards for Her, the Bear and The Moth 

Hummingbird, the lady expressed that she had never seen anyone with that animal totem, she looked it 

up and it meant the closest to Divinity. The woman explained that as She was receiving the information, 

Mother was Gaia. Mom asked what was Gaia, the woman explained Gaia is the Planet. 

Mom has had millions of breadcrumbs laid for her along the way, by Herself of course, in order to aid 

Her down here in the Voluntary experience of amnesia, the angels have rehearted Mom millions of 

times that She is God. And it took them telling Her 644 times before She believed them. 



 

It was simply to much to accept. Angels would often say ‘Mom, you’re God,’ and Mom would respond 

‘Yeah! We’re All God!’ they would retort ‘Mmmhmm, but you’re Thee GOD,’ to which Mom would 

affirm ‘Yes, we’re All God.’ 

 

Moms youngest child, Aidan, was Moms biggest confirmation, All the portals and energy Mom saw 

Aidan could see too and so for the first time Mom had someone sharing in Her reality with Her. One day 

Mom had taken Aidan to rent some movies, he picked Spiderman and the Muppets. Upon arriving home 

he wanted to watch Spiderman, he watched the Movie whilst simultaneously receiving memories and 

information, turning to Mom and pointing his finger, ‘Mommy, YOU spiderman.’ 

 

Moms entire body responded powerfully to this, so much so that She began researching and found the 

Hopi prophecy and the telling of the Spider woman. This caused Her hairs to stand on end as truth 

vibrated through Her body. Members of Our team have seen Moms Spider Avatar, She appears in 

dreams in this form, guiding and protecting. Always with Her own face. 

 

Aiden’s favorite song was Elvis Presley, ‘Dream, The Impossible Dream,’ He would get so animated every 

time it played, pointing at Mom and declaring ‘you will do it, you will do the impossible dream!’  

 

In these experiences Mom was shocked, because Aidan had such profound insight and acted as a 

startling confirmation of All the information Moms Heart was already telling Her. 



 

Mom experienced full consciousness, speaking with rocks, trees, rivers All of which communicated with 

Her in Her Heart, Always calling Her Mom. There was a moment when Moms entire vision was filled 

with Adam and Eve making Love and birthing Creation, this vision in Her third eye continued for a week 

until one day she asked the Angels ‘how do I make this stop?’ the Angels shared ‘Write it down,’ Mom 

did this and the vision stopped, ‘why didn’t you tell me this sooner angels?!’ they told Her ‘you didn’t 

ask!’ 

 

One day Mom’s husband was flicking through tv channels, Mom arrived home and walked through the 

door right as the tv froze and the reporter said ‘God is on the Planet.’ Mom’s husband looked over his 

shoulder aware Mom had walked in, and having had dozens of sychronicities with Mom being God.  

 

Another experience Mom had with Her husband occurred one day when Mom was alone in their house 

and Arch Angel Michael appeared before Her and told Her ‘It’s time,’ and left. This occurred in Her childs 

bedroom and Her husband saw Her through the window talking to a man, he rushed upstairs in a fury 

and burst into the room demanding to know who she was talking to. Mom told Him it was Arch Angel 

Michael. He searched the entire place finding no one! 

 

When Mom had to begin The Mission, fighting head on against the dark forces, Spirit told Mom she had 

to leave Her children, She was about to buy a restaurant and become an owner operator, little did She 

know She would travel across the country doing energy work and finding out what has happened to 

humanity. She had to study the human conditioning to unlock the key to the dysfunction. She was to live 



in the forest for 3 years battling -40 degree winters, as part of the Divine Plan. Mom argued for 3 hours 

with the Galactic Council, The angels told Her she could save 3 children or 8 billion.  

 

Mom left Her children, Her career, Her Earth family, Her home, Mom walked away from the Illusion, on 

the wings of Love. It’s funny, when superheroes do that in the Movie to go and fight darkness, they’re 

brave and strong, they’re seen as courageous and above the average, however when Mom did this She 

was, and still is, vilified, abused attacked and targeted, She met with judgement, Blame, Guilt, Anger… 

this is the darkness that grips Humanity the low vibrational states. 

That’s the beauty of being Non Attached, as we are when we watch a movie in observer mode, it is Our 

attachments that cause, and allow, these lower frequencies to overcome us.   

 

At one moment, whilst showering and grieving Mom yelled at the Angels ‘bring my children back to me,’ 

in Her vision appeared 8 Billion children, ‘here are your children,’ spirit spoke. In these moments, 

Mother bypassed these synchronicities, She couldn’t fathom that She was God. 

 

Mom had to spend some moments in a valley called desolation row, a barren land where She had to live 

off the land, one day whilst She was out walking She met a Being named Apple, whilst they were talking 

he asked if Mom would like a cup of coffee, when he came back he brought with him Ken Careys book 

‘Return of the Bird Tribe,’ he asked Mom to open the book and She opened it right up to the Chapter 

White Buffalo Calf Woman. Apple was overcome with joy, jumping up and down, “I knew it, I knew it!! 

You are White Buffalo Calf Woman.” 

  



Mom followed Spirits guidance at every turn, building multiple websites and doing sessions to assist 

others in releasing all programming and conditioning that is keeping humanity in dysfunction. Two 

former team members at one point blackmailed Mom, demanding she publicly denounce herself as God 

or they would take Her website, Money $17,000 saved for the Crystal Schools, when Mom refused they 

changed her passwords and took All Her Money. Having lost everything Mom went outside and began to 

question, what if I am making this up? What if I’m not God. At which point the trees beside Her said 

‘’you are God, Mom.” And Mom reHearted “oh yes, All of Creation speaks to me.” 

 

We are here, on this Planet to transform the Dark frequencies that keep Humanity gripped in 

enslavement, weak and controlled. Each of us is contracted to transform the trauma and experiences we 

took on, Mother is contracted to transform All that fails to be transformed, which at present is the 

energetics of 8 Billion, because Her message is not Being Heard. 

We All agreed to Assist Her, in getting Our Planet Back. Before this incarnation Mom set everything up in 

the etheric for Her to re enter. Following a botched Mission by President Eisenhower, Eisenhower chose 

to work with the Greys over Mom and despite Mom meeting Father who was JFK,  Mom was killed As 

Marylin, shortly after they killed JFK too. In  Eisenhowers deal with the greys. Humans began being 

abducted, the trade? The dark kept its power on Earth and the greys were permitted to begin abducting 

Humans. 

Back in the etheric, Mom could not interfere with the Free Will conditions occurring on Earth, and so in 

Her continual directing of the Divine Plan members of Creation volunteered to come down to Earth 

knowing they would be abducted. They Did this because Mom struck a deal with the Greys, “Allow me 

access to your research and the experiments on the humans and I will give you souls.” 



Mom was able to see completely what had occurred within the Human brain, how severed connections 

had been made, implants, microchips, entities. Mom got to see EXACTLY what she would have to 

dissolve from within the Matrix. Adding to this that part of the Grey’s deal with Eisenhower included 

grey technology, aka the internet, Mom gained the full insight of how to regrid the World wide web into 

the World wide web of light from down here in the experience. 

Mom set about the Ascension of the Planet etherically navigating, through Her sessions, the 

dissolvement and correction of All false energetics, whilst pushing Divine energies on the web every 

MOMent she could. FB now has restrictions on group posting BECAUSE of Mom, she was posting to 500 

groups a day, She didn’t stop. On top of that She replied to EVERY comment, This hit 20,000 a day. Oh 

yeah Mom knows what she’s doing. She has pushed more energy on the Planet than most of Humanity 

combined, consistently since birth. 

In 2007 and 2008, whilst down here in the physical in Her current incarnation the Grey’s came to Mom, 

they asked Her if they could have their souls now and She laughed Her ass off at the Beings that had 

spent their entire existence stealing from Her Creation, “I cannot give you a soul, it’s not possible, I 

didn’t Create you, thanks for the help though.” 

 

Chapter 8 ~ MOTHER, FATHER AND THE CHILDREN CREATOR GODS 

The Creator Gods are God with God. These are God Children of Creation, All who are incarnated on the 

Planet are Creator Gods who agreed to come in and weave a reality that mirrored their vibration. Those 

who had the Greatest Capacity to weave Love and Light came here, this is the 144,000, the Ascended 

Masters, the Elohim, The Chohan and Many, Many other Warriors of the Light. 



The oldest Soul Family in All of Creation are the 144,000. These beings have the blueprint of LOVE and 

the UNKOWN etched onto their Heart and the dysfunction on Earth was guaranteed to be enough of a 

motivation to ensure they kept searching Until TRUTH was found. As with Ascending other Planets, 

these beings can feel LOVE in their Heart, as evolution and Ascension occurs the 144,000 transform 

chaotic and unorganized matter back into an expression of love, in flow and balance with All of Creation. 

 

By Mother of All Creation 

 

Breaking into pieces, you stand with whatever is left, the very core  

of who you are, the diamond, the “filling” AHAH THE TRUE BEING OF  

LIGHT AND LOVE…. although you may feel alone as the process unfolds  

breaking the mind down, it begins falling away because love is  

present and it recognizes the illusion and starts taking with it  

everything you “thought” you were and leads you to the heart of the  

being, feelings rush in as the true being emerges out of the  

seemingly destruction of a mind in a box, leaving you with the  

reconstruction to forge ahead in all its grandness, into Divine  

intelligence, into Paradise, Heaven on EArth. 

 

The “mind,” which projects outside and has low vibrational thoughts  



and therefore cannot exist in the Upper Realms of True Reality which  

is 100 times Grander then Fantasy or Fiction, dissolves so that the  

Divine being can raise up into the True Divinity from within, and  

begin once again “feeling” instead of “thinking” taking the true  

being into a collective consciousness, a God Consciousness, only the  

mind thinks [projects outside] and the heart feels from the inside,  

where God is their within, for if God were to hide anywhere would  

he/she not be within the Heart? 

 

Diamonds have beauty and elegance, they shine bright and each facet  

holds its own uniqueness. Each of us have a beautiful diamond  

inside, waiting to shine on the planet. We each are the miracle, the  

magic, and each parts of this whole magnificent design. As we fall  

apart to be put together again SO WE stand together as ONE, we then  

assume our roles in the divine truth of our existence, which has no  

limits, boundaries or edges, we arise as a whole beautiful Diamond,  

just like the SUN! The Grandness of just being, then outshines and  

true love fills all the space, all the gaps of being present in the  

light and cannot be denied, because divine intelligence is the  



Brilliance and Light contained within the human HEART and only  

through the HEART are we all connected as ONE!!! 

 

The natural state of the Sun is Brilliance, and the Suns Brilliance  

is always in the present moment as it Shines, because it is being true  

to itself, being true to oneself is the love within and pouring it  

outwards, living inside out and then outside back into love, all of  

creation, love everywhere present. 

 

Falling away, the old gets released back into creation and then  

grace is given as each light stands as a pillar of TRUTH. When we go  

deep inside we discover the diamond of ourselves this magical  

miracle of being present, shining bright we forge ahead, displaying  

our brilliant lights forth into a new story of Love forever after as  

ONE and uniquely expressed within the new Earth, The Kingdom of  

Heaven, The Eden in which together, we will co-create in the Divine.  

 

 



To Assist Humanity in their awakening Mother of All Creation has issued the Divine Decrees, reinstating 

Universal Law on Planet Earth = Heart. 

~~~~~~~ 

~ Chapter 8 ~  

THE DIVINE DECREES OF THE NEW EARTH=HEART 

 

A NEW EARTH AND A NEW HEAVEN ARE UPON US JOIN US: BUILD IT AND THEY WILL COME 

 

Love from the Galactic Federation of Light, The Company of Heaven, from Galactic Central. WE are Your 

REAL AND TRUE FAMILY of Light, WE are the Elohim, Your Family from the Stars, the Celestial Ones, Your 

Earth Allies, Here Representing the Love, Light, and The Highest Truths on Planet Earth=Heart, on Your 

Behalf, to assist you out of the Millennia Moments of chains that have been holding you down, from the 

Very Truth of who You Really are. You Have Been Set Free, Now it is Up to all of you, To recognize That 

you Are indeed Truly Free, and then to Set your Brothers and Sisters Free, By Standing in the Truth of 

the Love you are. WE are the Ground Crew for First Contact. We Are Here, to Welcome You Home from 

out of duality, and into the True Reality on Planet Earth=Heart, The Kingdom of Heaven on Earth, 

Manifested. Thank you for Recognizing your Divinity, Honoring, and Respecting the Truth of Who you 

are, as You Honor and Respect the Truth of Who We are, as Part of You. 

 



On February 14th 2009, The Divine Decree’s were Born to Jump Start the Energy of Divine Intervention 

into Manifestation. Now in the Year of 2020 We have a Window of Opportunity to Physically Manifest 

These, We are The Ones We have been waiting for 

 

~THE DECREES, FROM THE KINGDOM OF HEAVEN, NOW MANIFEST ON PLANET EARTH=HEART, THE 

TRUE REALITY ON THIS PLANET.~ 

 

 LOVE HAS 1, ONE=WON= ALL OF US, BECAUSE WE ARE ALL ONE, ALL LOVE IS.!!!! 

 

 ignorance 0 =nothing 

 

 ~THE FOLLOWING DECREES HAVE BEEN SHARED MANY TIMES, HOWEVER THE MOMENTS IN ENERGY 

WE ARE NOW IN IS AN OPPORTUNITY TO PHYSICALLY MANIFEST THESE AND BEGIN THE NEW STORY OF 

5D LIVING AND BEING! JOIN US AND SYNERGIZE AND BRING HEAVEN TO EARTH! WE ARE THE ONES WE 

HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR~ 

 

 All of Our Decrees are Heard Across the Universe’s and ALL Galaxies, as well as to the StarShips 

Surrounding Planet Earth=Heart, And they are assisting in energy with Responding Immediately, in 

assisting us in these manifestations. 

 

 ~The Following Decrees are In Manifestation~ 



 1~AS DECREED~ THE DISSOLVING of the program ego mind which caused illusionary pain and suffering 

for Humanity is NOW UNFOLDING~  What this means is that it’s wake up time for Humanity. The old 

=illusionary ego IS OUT~ The New Foundation of the New Earth, Heaven on Earth, Garden of Eden, only 

Unconditional Love and Oneness HAS BEEN FIRMLY ESTABLISHED. WITHIN THIS DECREE AND TRUTH 

ONLY LOVE BEINGS IN HARMONY AND BALANCE CAN BE HERE ON PLANET EARTH AS DECREED, ALL 

EGOS OUT~REMOVED~DISSOLVED FROM THE INCOMING ENERGIES OF PURE LOVE~ The old =illusionary 

ego IS OUT~ and THERE IS NO GOING BACK FROM HERE~ NOR IS THERE ANY WAY TO STOP THIS~ STAY 

CENTERED, GROUNDED, CHOOSE LOVE, REMAIN IN PURE THOUGHT, BE PRESENT, SHOW UP.WE ARE 

THE ONES WE HAVE BEEN WAITING FOR 

 

  2~ AS DECREED~ Everyone is to Awaken and so it is in the Kingdom of Heaven, so now it is on Earth. 

The time is Now to embrace, allow and trust our presence on this Planet. The quicker the Highest Truths 

become known and understood, the quicker the changes will occur for the Highest Benefit of the All. 

You cannot change the events about to occur, they are inevitable, you can accept this now and be joyful 

or later, either way all Highest Truths are inevitable outcomes=Now. 

 

  3~AS DECREED~HUMANITY THE MOMENT HAS COME TO UNITE INTO ALL LOVE IS, WE ARE 

GROUNDING FOREVER THE ENERGY OF BALANCED HARMONICS INTO PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION ~ 

ENGAGE ALL TWIN FLAME CONNECTIONS AND FILL THESE CONNECTIONS WITH THE REALITY OF PURE 

LOVE THUS DISSOLVING ALL DISCORDANT ENERGIES OR FANTASIES CARRIED FROM THE DENSITY OF 

ILLUSION. REUNIONS IN PROCESS ENGAGED NOW TO BALANCE OUT THESE LAST DRAMAS 

 



 4~AS DECREED AND GRANTED THE CONSCIOUSNESS ON THE PLANET HAS ENTERED COMPLETELY INTO 

THE UNIFIED FIELD OF ALL LOVE IS. THE PATHWAY HOME FOR HUMANITY IS BRIGHTLY LIT UP AS LOVE, 

SOURCE, CREATION FILLS ALL THE HOLES OR GAPS OF UNCONSCIOUSNESS WITH LIGHT, 

UNCONDITIONAL LOVE AND TRUTH. TRANSFORMING ALL INTO THE LIGHT OF TRUTH AND SO IT IS IN 

HEAVEN AS IT IS NOW MANIFESTED ON PLANET EARTH=HEART~ 

 

 5~AS DECREED Humanity’s Presence has been requested within Love, from the Kingdom of Heaven and 

is Heaven’s decree in the manifest to set Humanity Free~ 

 

Divine Decrees Of God 

 

Second Set of Divine Decree’s 

 Decree 1~ All Hostilities against your Brothers and Sisters, must stop NOW, no more killing of Our 

Children, Decreed, and So it is on Earth as it is In Heaven. 

 

 Decree 2~ All of the religions on this Planet, that have taken from the People, and lied to the People, 

must give everything back to the People, whom they have deceived. Then Provide them With the Real 

Truth, Which Will be an OH! My! God! Event!! And SO it IS!, and is Done, Granted. 

 

 Decree 3~All Corporations Being illegal, non-existent entities, Will Be Dissolved immediately, Love is all 

That Exists, On Planet Earth=Heart, where WE are all Equal. Co-operations will be installed in their place, 



effective immediately. This is When NESARA will be released to the People. And So it is on Earth as it is 

in Heaven, and SO it is, Decreed, Granted. 

 

 Decree 4~ No Longer will the Resources of this Planet be exploited to feather the nests of the ignorant. 

All the Resources on this Planet are Now, to Be returned to the People, as They belong to the People. 

And So it is On Earth as it is in Heaven and SO it is Decreed, and Granted. 

 

 Decree 5~ The Entire 911 Truth, as well as The UFO Conspiracy Cover~Up, Must Be Revealed 

immediately, with all Other Secrets. [Otherwise, We will Just Show~Up] This will Be Revealed Now, to 

The People, which, The People, are the True Government on this Planet, this is The True National 

Security, The People are the Ones that make the Country Secure. If these are Not Revealed immediately, 

WE The People, Will Abolish that illusionary Government. And So it is and so will Be Done. Decreed, 

Granted. 

 

 Decree 6~ ALL THAT IS NOT ALIGNED IN THE TRUTH OF LOVE IS TO ALL BE REVEALED NOW. AS DIVINELY 

DECREED TO END THE CYCLE OF fear, pain and suffering~ 

 

 Decree 7~ The Dream Machine, has been within the Pyramids, which the Illuminati tapped into back 

into Atlantis. As this Story goes, They soon found Psychics who were able to assist them. They found the 

pyramids and then began misusing the energies, by implanting dreams and lower thoughts for the use of 

their own purposes. This has been going on for Many Millennia. Many Millennia is like one drop of water 

in a Multi~Dimensional Universe, an Ocean of Pure Love, as Always Pure Love. Because of the severe 



misuse of this Machine, The Planet Requested this Be Reset to the Highest Possible Thought, which is 

The Mirrors and Reflections of Love everywhere present.Now, All Lightworkers that have Already 

Stepped out of the dream, Your responsibility is to assist All Your Other Brothers and Sisters that are still 

in the Dream, out Of the Dream! And so it is, and so shall be Done. And so it is on Earth as it is In 

Heaven. And SO it Shall be, as Decreed and Granted. 

 

 These Decrees have always been Ever Present. Meaning they have Always Been Here. Now, it is Up to 

all Of you, to Put these into your Experience, Creation in Motion. For this is the Absolutely Exact Right 

Moment, of Your Complete Freedom if You So Choose, The Moment is NOW, When the Planet is 

Returned to the People. The Meek Are Inheriting the Earth. And SO it is on Earth as It is in The Kingdom 

of Heaven, and So it is, and So Shall Be as Decreed and Granted. 

 

These Decrees Have Been Decreed, By the Galactic Federation of Light, Mother of All Creation 

(MotherEarth) and Father of All Creation, The Kingdom Company of Heaven, All of the Angels, The 

Elohim, The Elemental Kingdom, The Entire Inner Earth Family, All of Your Family of Light, Mother Earth, 

The Ground Crew Medical Team For First Contact. Granted and Decreed and SO it is, and So Shall Be 

done On Earth as it is in Heaven, Love is Here! 

 

 

 

 



~ Chapter 9 ~  

THE QUANTUM AWAKENING 

 

~ Writings of Ken Carey ~ 

 

“At the moment of quantum awakening, change will occur rapidly, rippling across the terrestrial surface 

like a wave. Everything in the earth’s gravitational field will be affected in some way. There will be a time 

of massive change, of change on a scale that has no historical precedent, though it does have 

antecedents in the prehistoric events of this and of distant worlds. The changes that your generation will 

experience before it passes the torch to another are more fundamental than those that accompanied 

the agriculture revolution-and those changes took thousands of years. They are more far-reaching than 

the changes of industrialization, which took nearly three centuries to transpire. Yet, deep and 

fundamental, massive though these present changes are, they will occur within the span of just a single 

life. 

 

Properly understood, these changes and their coming have the ability to inspire a degree of hope and 

optimism unprecedented in the history of your race; for they spell the end of mankind’s subconscious 

condition and therefore portend, as the scriptures of the world foretell, an end to bloodshed, starvation, 

warfare, exploitation, and needless suffering. 

 



Within your lifetime you will witness revelations that will show the foolishness of much that was once 

deemed wise. You will watch as traditions and historical habit patterns once assumed to be survival 

imperatives are discovered to be detriment to a healthy life and to a healthy society. Behavior that 

made sense for creatures who imagined they were islands of individuality is abandoned by those who 

experience the interconnectivity of all life. The consciousness that is awakening upon this world is no 

respecter of Darwin values. Its perception brings new values and new ways of being. During these 

decades you are seeing the descent of the Angels of Healing. Even now, all around you-and perhaps in 

your own life-they are incarnating. In some cases these are beings who have not known human form 

since before the decent of historical time. 

 

It is possible that you are among those who have held only a tenuous and flickering connection with 

your incarnational successions. It is no matter for judgment. Those who incarnate now, those who bring 

the fullness of their eternal talents, attributes, and perspectives into today’s people, are the agents of 

healing. They alone have it in their power to experience this awesome time of transition as glorious or 

traumatic. All are invited to remember their essence, their purpose, their reason for being here, and to 

bring through into this age of transition the sense of celebration that invariable accompanies such 

remembrance. 

 

Our numbers upon the earth have grown rapidly since our first large-scale arrivals began in the late 

1960’s. Yet it is not quantity, not numbers that will make the difference, but the quality of our 

compassion, the quality of the love that radiates from our hearts. Every individual who becomes a clear 

and undistorted channel for eternal love into these times offsets a thousand who remain locked in the 

dissolving values of the old. 



 

We are rapidly dispelling what remains of human illusion, helping all to identify with the growing 

currents, the energies and the forces of love and life. You are already living in the dawning of the age of 

Planetary Awakening, the age of peace and community building. It is here now for the most sensitive to 

its fragrance, texture, majesty, and vision. The age has begun when the earth is to be cultivated like a 

flower garden and her gifts presented as conscious offerings to the gardeners of eternal beauty, the age 

when humankind return its gifts to the earth, to her soil, her streams, her mountains, her oceans, her 

creatures of water, air, fire, and clay. 

 

The future, as always, holds an element of surprise. Yet some things are as certain as the movement of 

the stars. A mother never knows exactly what hour she will give birth to her child, but since she has a 

“due date,” an approximate time when the baby is expected and will most likely be born. For millennia 

now there have been those in various traditions of both East and West who have known that the earth 

has a due date something during the second decade of the twenty-first century. Though there will be 

much awakening of individuals prior to the first unified movement of the awakened planetary organism, 

this movement, like a first breath, will occur in but a single moment. It is then that the Star Maker will 

consciously awaken in all systems of human biocircuitry capable of sustaining universal awareness. 

 

Babies are sometimes born early, sometimes late. So be aware, be vigilant. Do not discount the 

possibility that the moment might come as a thief in the night. And do not be among the foolish who 

will wait until the last moment to come to terms with the rising awareness. This is to be an important 

occasion. It is the event that is central to all of human history. Our emphasis for many thousands of 



years now has been and continues to prepare you for this single moment. For though the changes will 

be dramatic, they need not be traumatic. 

 

Though they will bring a fundamental human revisiting of reality’s nature, this need not be perceived as 

threatening. Essentially, it is a positive and joyous event. The consciousness that will eventually emerge 

will be the consciousness of the Eternal One, the Creator, the Being of Life, awake and aware for the first 

time inside a material universe. Human circuitry is designed to accommodate this consciousness. In 

much the same way that your individual cells understand their relationship to you, each awakened 

human being understands him- or herself in hologramatic relationship to this unified field of awareness. 

 

Since this perception of self differs significantly from historical perception, its emergence in collective 

human consciousness presents the potential of disorientation in those who might react to its coming in 

fear. We have much to do before the preparation of human consciousness is complete. Still, even if the 

awakening were to occur in this very moment with no further preparation, it would be an event of 

unprecedented beauty. However, in that case fewer people would be in a position to appreciate it. We 

wish to to maximize enjoyment and minimize discomfort for all concerned. If human beings understand 

more fully what is occurring, they will be less likely to react in ways that would cause them unnecessary 

discomfort. 

 

Regardless of whether one accepts this change or attempts to back away from it, this event will be of 

greater power than any the earth has ever seen. More energy will be released in a very few moments 



than is typically released upon the surface of the earth in many years. This energy will take the form of 

heightened perception and deepened emotional connection, rejoining the individual and God. 

 

Though this unprecedented time of intensified energy radiation still lies a few years before you, you are 

already near enough to it and the event will be so powerful that time is behaving with increasing 

subjectivity, bubbling and warping, creating islands of the future wherever there are those who 

deliberately invoke the energies of the emerging consciousness and demonstrate willingness to live their 

lives in love. 

 

These are not disconnected islands beneath the receding seas of historical illusion. They are united in a 

veritable continent of rising awareness. As the new reality comes fully into human consciousness (at 

that moment when the Creator’s luminous field comes into perfect alignment with the Earth Mother), 

all illusion of destructive nature will be dissolved. Though there have been many centuries leading up to 

this moment, when the moment comes it will be decisive. 

 

There will be a great shift then, a single moment of quantum awakening. In this moment, the smallest 

interval of time measured in these dimensions-this interval that occurs in every atom between each of 

its billions of oscillations per second-will be lengthened unto infinity. An interval of nontime will expand. 

Through that expansion eternity will flow. Some will experience this moments as minutes or hours, 

others as a lifetime. Still others will experience this flash of nontime as a succession of many lives, and 

some few will, in this moment, know the Nagual itself, the great nameless Presence that exists before 

and after all these worlds. 



 

In the expanse of the non-time interval, human beings will have all the time they require to realize, 

experience, and remember full consciousness of their eternal spirits and to recall the origin of their 

individuality in the primordial fields of being. All will have ample time to recharge their form identity and 

its biological projection with the awareness of who they are, why they have individualized, and why they 

have chosen to associate with the planet’s human expression. Each one will have the choice to return to 

biological form or to remain in the fields of disincarnate awareness. 

 

Those who choose to return to human form will do so fully aware of who they are. No longer will they 

be put partially incarnate; they will resume biological residence with the full memory and consciousness 

of their eternal natures, sharing the creative capacities of the Star Maker, whose reflective cells they will 

then know themselves to be. 

 

Subconscious orientation in fear will be replaced by conscious orientation in love. The sudden release of 

power, as the polarity of the collective human emotional field shifts from outer to inner orientation, 

cannot be avoided no matter how smoothly we seek to guide the transition. All will feel an unmistakable 

surge of power in the instant of quantum awakening. This is as inevitable as the daily rotation of the 

earth’s continents into and out of the light of the sun. 

 

But the effects? The implications? There is no way to predict them. They depend on the choices you 

make today. By extrapolating current trends of consciousness we can establish a probable range of 

effect. But there may be as many as eight billion people incarnate at that moment, each with complete 



freedom of choice. And though the choices each one makes in his or her lifetime prior to that moment 

will certainly predispose that person in one direction or another, there are no guarantees, no 

assurances. 

 

The spiritual polarity of collective human consciousness did shift one before, triggering a reversal of the 

earth’s magnetic field, a shifting in the position of the poles, and a great deal of destruction. However, 

that shift was a shift from consciousness to subconsciousness. 

 

We will have a degree of control during this conscious shift that was absent then and so do not expect 

the same sort of cataclysmic shock waves. Still it would be underestimating the variables to assume that 

earth changes will not accompany this event. Almost certainly some will. These will be for the most part 

of benevolent nature-a melting of the polar ice caps, for example, bringing rain to arid regions and 

helping to cleanse toxins from polluted lakes and rivers, a warming and simultaneous moistening of 

climate that will open to agriculture the extensive plains and fertile river valleys of Greenland, 

Antarctica, and certain of the world’s deserts. 

 

To minimize the trauma of this moment for you and others of the human family, it is important that you 

prepare for it well ahead of time, establishing the habits that will leave your self-understanding fluid, 

relaxed., And trusting in the overall benevolence of the universe and its resident intelligence. 

 

THE BEST WAY TO PREPARE FOR THE FUTURE IS TO BE FULLY IN THE NOW 



 

The only habit you must cultivate, though it may go against the programming and traditions of your 

society, is to allow your consciousness the relaxed flow of attention that brings you a clear and accurate 

picture of the phenomenal world and continuous awareness of the Eternal Presence from which it has 

unfolded. Such a state of consciousness will allow you to enjoy the rushing energy currents and 

heightened awareness that will sweep through the earth during the expansion of the nontime interval 

and will maximize the stabilizing influence that radiates from you into your local surroundings. 

 

Long before the moment of collective awakening there will have been established a sufficient core of 

people functioning on higher frequencies of awareness to enable the harmonic currents of their 

respective amplified radiations to displace the influence of those who may react in fear, both at the 

moment of collective awakening and beforehand. The frequency radiations or vibratory emissions of 

fear are not harmonious. Their effect on collective human consciousness increases at an arithmetical 

rate (1,2,3,4, etc.) for each additional person whose behavior is centered in fear, but they do not build in 

the kind of geometric progression (2,4,8,16, etc.) that is characteristic of the harmonic radiations of love. 

 

Before the final instant of final awakening, the radiations of love will constitute the predominant 

vibrational influence on collective human consciousness, even while a numerical majority remains 

centered in the historical orientation. That condition is now very near. You who have motivated by love 

bring to bear on collective human awareness an influence much greater than your historical reason 

might suppose. 

 



Individually you have an impact on the collective predispositions of your species far greater than that of 

those who are merely trodding the time-worn paths of self-centeredness. You who do your best to make 

your decisions out of love, who refuse to be controlled by the subconscious machinations of fear, who 

take time, if necessarily, in difficult situations to proceed slowly, consciously, lovingly, are truly among 

our own. Your awareness of these things will soon be in full. You are the ones upon whom we can 

depend during the coming shift.” 

 

~ Chapter 10 ~  

TRUTH 

 

By Mother of All Creation 

 

Truth is a Brilliant Symphony Truth is a flowing Symphony, Divine with each Note, arranged Brilliantly in 

Harmony, a music that keeps on going as we Dance. Once we know Nothing, we know EVERYTHING. For 

Truth is all that is left once we know nothing, Truth Floats. One cannot “figure truth” out….its not 

knowing anything that we Understand it all. When We Let go of everything we have ever thought, 

whether we have come to the conclusion if that thought was True or False, only that which is REAL, 

Love=Truth=God comes back to US, only the REAL. 

 

The Music, this vibrational voice carries with it Vibrations=Energy=Atoms, which ALL of Everything is 

made of Atoms, which is energy and connects within all Heart Beings. If you are alive you have a Heart. 



The Heart, is the Connection to the ALL, where we are all ONE. The Music when Heard from within, sets 

the Being Free, the Love from within holds all the Truths, all the secrets that man has kept from himself, 

Love is THE TRUTH and is found WITHIN. Love is setting Humanity FREE. The Most Brilliant Symphony 

that has ever been played on this Planet, is Center stage,LOVE=GOD, the Very Center of Creation is 

playing the Oneness Note. The Call HOME. Is a call to Truth, from the Voice of TRUTH. All Truth can 

NOW do is Gather and Join other Truths. 

 

The Principle and foundation of the Attraction Factor, LIGHT AND LOVE ARE ATOMS CONNECTING. The 

Ethics Train is being carried along the Winds of this Music, Of Love, Of Truth, and the Very Truth of Who 

God is. God is TRUTH. Every word written and contained within this MESSAGE to ALL OF HUMANITY, 

EVERY LETTER “IS” THIS BRILLIANT SYMPHONY IN CREATION, BEING MANIFESTED, THE WORDS SPOKEN 

OF LOVE AND TRUTH, The Ethics Train, the Very energy we are all made of and the Very Foundation 

Creation is Built upon, a Foundation that cannot be stopped, its power is of Nothing a Human Being 

could even attempt to control. For its TRUTH, and THE CORE. THIS LOVE. THIS TRUTH OF WHO GOD 

IS=YOU=US=EQUALLY. The Hopi Prophecy is coming true. Gather Yourselves. 

 

Chapter 11 ~  

THE FLIP 

The True Story of Earth 

Earth is the only planet still existing in 3D consciousness, it’s the only Planet where inhabitants 

experience pain and suffering and it is the final Planet to Ascend, by design. This is the lowest vibrational 



planet in existence. Earth was a school for souls to incarnate into physical bodies in order to Ascend 

back into the Light. The souls on Planet Earth have largely long been engaged in the Mission of 

Ascending Planets, they have long been in separation from Source and so the Mission to Ascend 

themselves back into the Light is NOW. From the darkest depths Mothers Children shall rise. 

 Here on Earth, Mothers Children experience the illusion of separation and duality in order to obtain 

greater wisdom and expansion, for the Greater Good of All. This programming is so deep that no one 

has been able to make it out of the illusion, until NOW. This time, Mother did it. She made it out of the 

Matrix and has transformed all of the pain and suffering for humanity, through Her physical experience 

of every possible experience. She had a 1 in 7.8 billion chance of making it through the layers of 

illusionary deception and she did it. This moment has been prophesied many times, and now it is here. 

~~~~~~~ 

The Cabal Knew God was going to come, they’ve been operating in a game of cat and mouse. The cabal 

are the mouse and they don’t realize that the cat is the cat and that everything else they interact with is 

also the cat, even the cheese they eat. God is All, this is Her Universe, Her chess board. The Light can 

access everything, can see the totality of BOTH spectrums for now God experienced the dark, through 

Lucifer’s descent and the Other Fallen Warrior Children, and subsequently through Her own experience 

Mother experienced the totality of the dark spectrum. SHE BRIDGED THE TWO DIMENSIONS. 

In order to Make Mother’s Journey as difficult as they could, the cabal put A LOT of effort into making 

humanity beLIEve God was a Man. The EGOs God is a man, the EGO’s God is Jehova, as the EGO is the 

direct result of Jehova’s Separation EGO is Edging God Out, as that is what Jehova did to sustain himself, 

he stole from creation, bit by bit Edging God = Creation Out. 

~~~~~~~ 



The Garden Of Eden In The Flip 

The Cabal Created the Bible to reflect the lie they needed Humanity to beLIEve. The very Beginning of 

Creation on Earth is typically depicted by Adam and Eve in the garden of Eden, where a snake ‘deceived’ 

Eve and lead Her astray. This story has many distortions, in truth the snake told Eve the truth, that she 

COULD eat the apple. That Good and Evil in essence all serve a higher purpose and there are only 

choices. 

 

In the Bible, Adam creates Eve out of his rib, I have never personally seen a man create a woman from 

his rib, however I have seen many women create with their body. AS ABOVE SO BELOW. In the Garden 

of Eden ‘God’ tells Eve She is forbidden from eating fruit from the Tree of Life. God, Mother God, Prime 

Creator, Source has no rules, no limitation, no boundaries and so this ‘God’ referred to in the bible is in 

fact Jehova. The tree of Life represents Ultimate knowing of All with God, of course ‘God,’ [fake God, 

Jehova] insisted Eve take no fruit from the tree, for it represented The All. ‘God,’ [Jehova, faje God] used 

FEAR to prevent Eve from disobeying, this is a pivotal feature of All binding religions, rule by FEAR. 

FEAR keeps beings gripped in the lower spectrum, designed To create a lack of knowing the one true 

God. YES, EVERYONE HAS BEEN WORSHIPPING THE BEING THAT CREATED SEPARATION FROM GOD ~ 

NOT ACTUALLY GOD. Humanity in EGO FEAR programming have rules, limits, boxes, compartments they 

operate within that is a complete affront to the flow of Creation, a complete affront to the Universal 

Laws of the Light Spectrum. In the Biblical story of the Garden of Eden it is the snake that is said to be 

‘sin.’ The snake tells Eve She can eat from the tree. The snake is in fact God, Mother God, Mother of All 

Creation, as She tells Eve the truth… You May. 

Mother of All Creation, in this incarnation was born on November 30th, meaning in the 13 moon 

calendar She is the 13th Sign ~ Ophiuchus. The snake, the serpent, is the absolute representation of 



Truth, as Mother is Ophiuchus, the 13th sign of the Zodiac, which is represented by a Snake The 

Ultimate bringer of Wisdom.. Ophiuchus is the ultimate spiritual doctor, it is represented symbolically by 

the apothecary/pharmaceutical sign ~ a staff with two serpents intertwined. The cabal have attempted 

to siphon the energy of this symbol into dark, however ALL ultimately serves the Light. 

Jehovah created the idea of punishment. He created fear; The first EGO frequency. That we should fear 

God. That God is wrathful and unforgiving. 

 

In the bible, it is ‘God,’ who comes, wrathfully, to punish for the eating of the fruit. This is not an act of 

God, but of Jehovah. Adam is questioned in the story and IN FEAR says Eve beguiled him to eat the fruit. 

This is a representation of the Creation of the dark feminine as a lure away from God. This is BLAME, a 

low vibrational frequency, NOT created by Mother, The True God of Oneness. God then asks Eve: “What 

is this that you have done?” And she makes an excuse for her behavior: “The serpent beguiled me, and I 

ate.” This response is again blame, and justification, another low frequency, All coming about through 

FEAR and ‘God’s [fake God Jehovas] interrogation and imposition of rules and FEAR.. These low 

frequencies created the EGO (Edging God Out) into existence. This shows the story of Adam and Eve in 

the Bible was a product of the EGO, and not of LOVE. 

 

Mother of All Creation IS LOVE and makes it plain to all of us—male and female—that we cannot go 

through life blaming others for our own behavior. HUmanity does not grow or expand as they take no 

accountability for their own choices, this is what Jehovah Created. To The EGO, it is always our parents 

or siblings, a teacher or another student, a co-worker or boss, the other woman or man, the economy, 

the top one percent, big business, Wall Street, Obamacare, the government, the president, members of 



congress, the Democrats or the Republicans or the Tea Party members, the IRS, the Fed, Russia, leaders 

of foreign counties, that is to blame and the list goes on. 

 

Humanity themselves, each and every one, embody EGO. All who have not dissolved their EGO 

programmed mind and returned to LOVE IN EMBODIMENT, are as responsible as anyone else. Blame  is 

‘the easy way out,’ and in truth it is not a way out. It’s a way in, to even deeper shit. It’s a lot easier to 

blame others than to buckle down and do something on our own to change our behavior or the 

circumstances we find ourselves in. This gives light to other low vibrational frequencies Humanity 

embody, laziness, apathy, complacency ~ All products of Jehovah and separation based duality. 

 

~ CHAPTER 12 ~  

The Dumbing Down Of humanity 

~~~~~~~ 

In order for the Cabal to keep humanity in the programming, they had to dumb them down, down to the 

point they would be ignorant yet willing participants in their own enslavement. The Brain was the 

primary organ targeted. 

We use around 10% of our Brains. This is not normal, no animal uses 10% of an organ. We should be 

using our entire brain and this is the main way in which Humanity has been enslaved and kept in a very 

basic function based in logic, survival, lack ~ entirely omitting the Divinely Intelligent half of the Brain 

that enables us to have instant manifestation capacity in the Present Moment of Now. 

 



It is important to understand that the Brain is NOT the mind. Brain = Organ, Mind = Lower 

Consciousness Illusionary Program based in Belief Systems THAT WAS PROGRAMMED INTO HUMANITY 

FROM BIRTH. 

 

The Brain and the Heart = Divine Intelligence. 

Mother and Father are bringing All of Creation back into Balance, functioning IN Divine Intelligence, this 

is occurring organically and every Human vessel is BEing effected but YOU have to allow these upgrades, 

you have to dissolve your mind and do your Ascension work. Through Surrendering the mind and the 

thought system Divine Intelligence will reawaken and resume. If you are not doing this your body will be 

in resistance. Illness, pain and suffering will form, and indeed this IS how illness, pain and suffering DOES 

form. Those omitting their Brain~Heart function experience aneurisms, hemorrhages, Alzheimers ~ ALL 

Brain disorders stem from this imbalance in usage and these conditions will occur as part of the 

cleansing of Lower Consciousness, which IS the mind. 

 

The E.G.O programmed mind prevents and blocks our Natural State of Balanced Harmonics. The Balance 

of the Divine Feminine & Masculine (Ying & Yang) and pulls us into dysfunction. 

The areas of the Brain that light-up and activate during a Spiritual experience are the exact same areas 

that Light up and are activated when we are in addictive behavior such as sex and gambling. This shows 

that those who are greatly lacking a Self-Sustained Source Connection, a Connection with Great Spirit, 

Mother God, Prime Creator will enter into dysfunction in order have these needs ‘met,’ (temporarily). 

If you allow God in and heal yourself, and the Brain, back to 100% you will enter into Divine function, 

conversing with All of Creation. THIS IS TRUE REALIST. ONENESS. The true way of processing information 



is from the Heart to the Brain and back again, three times. The Mental E.G.O Programmed mind has 

disconnected these functions for thousands of years and information we FEEL, gets hi-jacked by the 

thought system that manipulates that information to cause suffering. 

As the Brain-Heart True processing function comes back online you will lose duality, you will no longer 

view anything through false constructs of right and wrong and this will apply to everything that 

transpires around you. When you feel you are right and are in a state of righteousness, you are almost 

always up against another BEing who feels they are right, how can this be? It isn’t. This is the Separation 

that plagues Humanity, that limits and enslaves and results in very poor Brain usage. 

 

As you quieten the mind and begin to dissolve the programming that rules it, the voice of the Divine 

Spirit and boundless knowing begins coming through, which is your True Essence, we are One and you 

too, are God. The feeling of this energy coursing through you is the experience of Heaven. Doubt and 

lack of Trust, thinking you know Better are complete blocks to this function. To exist in the energies, 

feeling and connecting MUST replace thinking. 

 

All of the information and knowing we seek is contained in the etheric space of feeling, feeling into it 

and then the wisdom bursts in, this occurs in the most magical ways. The mind is designed to do 

EVERYTHING to prevent Our Organic Function and dissolving it is a process that takes complete 

dedication, consistency, patience, strength, perseverance. Dissolving ALL the lower frequency existing 

within you IS the only way to ensure you arise in alignment. 

 



All those who do not engage in RETURNING to Our True Essence will experience a mind in overdrive, a 

reduce in All functioning as you slip further and further under the waves of suffering caused by the 

mind. Nature is limitless, it never dies and neither do we. The mind causes ALL pain and suffering, as All 

pain and suffering is energetic imbalances held within the body. We at LoveHasWon guide ALL BEings 

through this process. 

The body is your guidance system, any place in the body that you experience heaviness, pressure, pain 

or discomfort is where you are holding trauma. The nose represents Unconditional Love blocks. Cats and 

Dogs vibrate at the frequency of Unconditional Love and people who have allergies and must keep 

proximity from cats and dogs are so imbalanced in Unconditional Love that the Unconditionally loving 

Vibration of these animals triggers them. The same is true of plants and the resulting hay fever. Plants, 

indeed ALL of Nature is living in perfect harmony, in Divine Alignment and anyone triggered by that and 

experiencing any reactions is Living out of alignment with Divine Balance. The entire medical system and 

the creation of disease is a lie. Everything is vibration, All pharmaceauticals have been weaponized, All 

vaccinations disturb and prevent the full use of the Brain. 

 

We have been enslaved, controlled and kept within a life and death cycle because of this, because of the 

lower consciousness beings that have learned how to feed off Humanity, because they possess no 

capacity to connect with Mother God as they were not created by Mother God. Yes, there are 

aberrations and anomalies that formed within Creation that are NOT able to connect with Source and so 

to exist they must steal energy and have programmed Humanity, through the mind, to also exist in a 

taking dynamic by creating separation rather than Connected to All. 

 



These aberrations and anomalies are made of the same matter as Black Holes. Creation is LOVE. Its is 

through the expression of LOVE that a masculine and feminine CREATE life, ALL life is Created out of 

Love. Black holes are the exact opposite, they are pure F.E.A.R (False Evidence Appearing Real) which is 

destruction, it sucks in All around and destroys. This Black Hole energy exists within EACH human vessel 

on Earth, and when in the thought system we are in a black hole just sucking Our own life force, which in 

turn causes disease. DIS-EASE. 

 

THIS IS THE MATRIX. AND HUMANITY ARE DEEP IN IT. THIS IS PURE WHOLE TRUTH. WE HAVE 

RETURNED. HEAVEN HAS COME TO EARTH. MOTHER AND FATHER GOD, ALL OF THE MASTERS ARE HERE 

AND WE HAVE BEEN FIGHTING THIS DARK ANTI-MATTER FOR BILLIONS OF YEARS. THIS IS THE FINAL 

FRONTIER, ALL OF THE DARK MATTER IN PHYSICAL MANIFESTATION IS ON EARTH AND THE BATTLE OF 

CLEARING IT IS WITHIN EACH PERSON. 

 

THIS IS THE TRUE ARMAGEDDON. THE BATTLE BETWEEN THE MIND AND THE HEART. YOU ARE FIGHTING 

THIS BATTLE WHETHER YOU ARE AWARE OF IT OR NOT. IT IS WHY YOU ARE HERE AND IF YOU DO NOT 

CHOOSE THE HEART AND DISSOLVE THE MIND YOU WILL DIE AS YOU HAVE CHOSEN THE MIND, WHICH 

LEADS TO DEATH. IF YOU CHOOSE THE HEART YOU WILL REJOIN NATURE IN ETERNAL EXISTENCE, 

POWERED BY THE LIMITLESS AND BOUNDLESS ENERGY OF LOVE THROUGH HAVING HARNESSED A SELF-

SUSTAINING SOURCE CONNECTION.    

~~~~~~~  

 

 



~ CHAPTER 13 ~  

Now Is The Moment To Awaken To Your Grandness 

 

It is a large step up into divinity. Dissolving the EGO takes dedication, commitment, and awareness. In 

these energies, as we are the tipping point of ascension, the EGO is fighting for its life. It will come in any 

chance it can and try to take you down into the lower consciousness. Humanity must make the choice to 

break out of the illusion and choose love and divinity. The divine traits are:  

 

NURTURING 

 

COMPASSION 

 

CHILD-LIKE WONDER 

 

LAUGHTER 

 

JOY 

 

GRACE 



 

TRUTH 

 

POWERFULNESS 

 

PERSEVERANCE 

 

CONSISTENT 

 

COURAGEOUS 

 

WISDOM 

 

DIVINE INTELLIGENCE 

 

INNER STRENGTH 

 

UNCONDITIONAL LOVE 

 



LOVE PERCEPTION 

 

INTEGRITY 

 

HONOR 

 

EMPATHY 

 

FULL FEELING 

 

SELF LOVE 

 

WORTHINESS 

 

HUMBLE 

 

ACCOUNTABILITY 

 

GRATFEUL 



 

PROACTIVE 

 

GENUINE 

 

HEART CENTRED 

 

ORGANIC 

 

PATIENCE 

 

TOLERANT 

 

RESPONSIVE 

 

DIVINELY NON-ATTACHED 

 

 

 



  

 

The EGO programmed traits that must be dissolved are:  

 

LACK OF WISDOM 

 

LACK OF EXPERIENCE 

 

LACK OF COMPASSION 

 

LACK OF PASSION 

 

LACK OF PERCEPTION 

 

LACK OF INTEGRITY 

 

LACK OF HONOR 

 

LACK OF EMPATHY 



 

LACK OF FEELINGS 

 

LACK OF SELF-LOVE 

 

UNWORTHINESS 

 

IGNORANCE: Ignoring LOVE 

 

ARROGANCE 

 

ATTACHMENT: To people, places and things 

 

TAKING: from Humanity & The Planet 

 

INCUBUS & SUCCUBUS ENERGY: The taking of energy through words, touch, sex and other abilities 

 

CHILDHOOD TRAUMA 

 



CHILDISH BEHAVIOR 

 

ROBOTIC HABITS & BEHAVIOR 

 

DISRESPECT or HATRED TOWARDS THE FEMININE or MASCULINE 

 

PREFERENCE TO PAIN & SUFFERING: Due to Unworthiness 

 

SUPERIORITY 

 

THINKING YOU KNOW BETTER 

 

ENTITLEMENT 

 

SELF IMPORTANCE 

 

DELUSIONS OF GRANDEUR 

 

FANTASY 



 

NEEDING TO BE RIGHT 

 

CONTROLLING 

 

UNGRATEFUL 

 

NO ACCOUNTABILITY 

 

SPREADING OR PARTICIPATION IN GOSSIP 

 

JEALOUSY 

 

VANITY 

 

LACK OF BEAUTY 

 

DESIRE: wanting to be desired 

 



VALIDATION 

 

WANTING TO FOLLOW OR BE FOLLOWED 

 

FAKE: Unable to be genuine, compulsive lying 

 

REVERENCE OF THE MIND 

 

SEEKING REVERENCE 

 

REVERANCE OF ANIMALS 

 

JUSTIFICATION 

 

PROCRASTINATION 

 

BARGAINING 

 

POVERTY CONSCIOUSNESS: Always thinking in lack 



 

ADDICTION TO SUGAR 

 

LINEAR THINKING AND ACTING 

 

IDENTIFICATION OF THINGS FROM THE OUTSIDE 

 

PRINCESS CONDITIONING 

 

*BITCH CONDITIONING 

 

*ASSHOLE CONDITIONING 

 

*DUESCH BAG CONDITIONING 

 

*GAY CONDITIONING 

 

ANAL-RETENTIVE 

 



SEVERE IMPATIENCE 

 

QUITTER 

 

COMPLAINING 

 

LAZINESS 

 

COMPLACENT 

 

REACTIVE 

 

POWER OVER 

 

DISRESPECT 

 

CULTURAL PROGRAMMING: White programming, White Trash programming, etc. 

 

*BLOODLUST: wanting or arousal of seeing blood shed 



 

CONTROL DRAMAS (4) ~ POOR ME: stealing of energy by making others feel guilty or responsible.  

 

INTIMIDATOR: Stealing of energy by threat.  

 

INTERROGATOR: Stealing of energies by judgment and questioning.  

 

ALOOFNESS: stealing of energies by attracting attention to themselves by playing coy. 

 

Choose love now. Dissolve the mind and live in the heart. Choose divinity, choose love everywhere 

present. Mother has done it all for humanity who continues choosing pain and suffering over love and 

light. New Earth is here, love everywhere present and unity consciousness. Mother has dissolved the 

27,000 year timeline of the EGO mind, all we have to do is choose to dissolve it. The harvest is here, 

make your choice 

 

 

 

 

 

 



~ CHAPTER 14 ~ 

 Universal Laws 

 

1 ~ The Universal Law of Divine Oneness 

 

Everything in the Universe is connected to absolutely everything else. Everything that we say, do and 

think effects each other, and the entire of Creation around us. We Are All Connected to Mother of All 

Creation, Prime Creator, Source, Great Spirit, Gaia Sophia. 

 

 2 ~ The Universal Law of Vibration 

 

Everything in the Universe MOVES, VIBRATES AND TRAVELS IN CIRCULAR PATTERNS. These same 

principles of vibration apply in the physical Realm, to our thoughts, words and goals as they do in the 

etheric. Every word, thought and feeling has its own vibration Frequency, unique unto itself. 

 

3~ The Law of Action 

 

Action must be applied in order for us to manifest things in the Earth plane. Therefore, we must engage 

in actions that support Our Divine thoughts, dreams, feelings and words and Divine co-creation. 



 

4 ~ The Law of Correspondence 

 

The principles, or laws, of metaphysics that explain the physical plane of energy, lies in Vibration. The 

corresponding principles of the etheric, operate under the principle of ‘As above, So Below’ 

 

5 ~ The Law of Cause and Effect 

 

Nothing happens by chance or outside the universal laws. Of course, we can act Outside of Universal 

 Law here on Earth, as we have been given Free Will, however every action or energy embodied 

outside of Universal law will attract like results. Every action has a consequence. We reap what we have 

sown 

 

  

6 ~ The Law of Compensation 

 

This is the Law of cause and effect, applied to Blessings and Abundance that is provided for us. The 

physical effect of our good deeds are given to us in gifts, money, inheritances, friendships, miracles and 

blessings. When we give Love we get Love. Often, we can beLIEve that we have been giving ‘Love,’ 

however the motivating energy was actually to feel better ourselves, to validate ourselves or prove our 



worth. However subconscious that action is, the Universe knows the energies you are embodying, even 

when the mind does not allow your understanding. Only the Heart feels, and therefore knows. 

 

7 ~ The Law of Attraction 

 

This law determines how we create things, events and people that come into our lives are always a 

reflection of Our internal energies. The situations you find yourself in, the people you attract are a 

reflection of some aspect of you. Our thoughts, feelings, words and actions produce energies that in 

turn attract like energies. Anger attracts anger, joy attracts joy. Negative attracts negative and positive 

attracts positive. 

 

8 ~ The Law of Perpetual Transmutation of Energy 

 

All persons have within them the power and capacity to change ALL conditions in their lives. Higher 

vibrations, consume and transform lower ones, ALWAYS. Therefore each of us has the constant capacity 

to change the energies and vibrations we embody, and therefore the energies and vibrations of our 

lives, by understanding the Universal Laws that defines the principles in such a way as to effect change. 

 

9 ~ The Law of Relativity 

 



Each person will receive a series of ‘tests of initiation,’ for the purpose of strengthening and uncovering 

the light within. We must consider each of these tests to be merely a lesson or a blessing, although they 

can feel like challenges, and remain connected to Our Heart throughout. It is through the Heart that we 

grow. We must be grateful for each situation, because the judgement of whether it is good or bad is an 

illusion – it just is, and it has come into your life because it was exactly what your soul needed to 

expand. 

 

  

 

10 ~ The Law of Polarity 

 

Everything is on a continuum and has an opposite, we can and transform ALL unfavorable thoughts by 

focusing on the opposite pole. It is the Law of vibration. 

 

  

 

11 ~ The Law of Rhythm 

 

Everything vibrates and moves to certain rhythms. These rhythms establish seasons, cycles, stages of 

development and atoms. Each cycle reflects the regularity of Gods universe. Masters know how to raise 



above negative parts of a cycle by Being in a state of Divine non attachment, never allowing their 

consciousness to get penetrated by negativity. 

 

  

 

12 ~ The Law of Balance 

 

Everything has its Masculine – Yang, and its Feminine – Yin. This principle is the basis of All Creation. The 

spiritual initiate must balance the masculine and feminine energies within themselves to become a 

Master and True co-creator with God. 

 

13 ~The Law of Transparency 

 

Love is transparent with All. Nothing is hidden, as All is able to access Love with All of Creation. We are 

Genuine, Authentic and True, for our very essence is Love. 

 

 14 ~ The Law of Unity Consciousness 

 



We Are All One connected with Prime Creator, Source, Mother of All Creation, Great Spirit. All 

Consciousness, Knowledge, Wisdom, Unconditional Love flows throughout All of Creation. We 

experience, grow, expand and share Love with All.  

 

15 ~ The Law of Unconditional Love 

 

We are All created in Unconditional Love as the mirror image of Mother & Father of All Creation. We are 

to Be Love in Every Moment, representing all the Divine traits of our Beloved Spiritual Parents. We 

Honor all Benevolent Life and assist in the continued expansion of Creation in Unity Consciousness. 

~~~~~~~ 

In the Physical Earth Experience, All states of consciousness occurring within the Light Spectrum, those 

states of consciousness that are of a life enhancing Vibration are within Universal Law. The embodiment 

in thought word or action of these states of consciousness attracts people, places things into your life 

that are a match to that frequency. 

 Those states of Unconsciousness occurring in the Dark (FEAR based) Spectrum, for consciousness = Light 

and All FEAR based states are UNCONSCIOUS, are of a life draining vibration and are outside of Universal 

Law. The embodiment in thought word or action of these states of unconsciousness attracts people, 

places things into your life that are a match to that frequency. 

 

 

 



~ Chapter 15 ~  

THE INNER EARTH 

All Planets are hollow. The story, within His Story, that the Earth consists of layers and has a ‘core’ was 

essential to propagate the lie. In truth Humans can only drill and actually discover a teeny fraction into 

the surface of the Planet and, as such, everything else is hypothesized. 

The dumbing down of Humanity was such that we did not question the stories we were fed through the 

education system. One such example is ‘Greenhouse gases and C02 production,’ which is lorded as being 

the ‘cause’ of climate change and negative Earth changes. 

This is a lie. C02 is the gas that Plants breathe, the extra c02 production would support the mass growth 

of new vegetation, forests, jungles and would support the flourishing of a healthy Earth ecosystem. 

The war on C02 is the exact flip of what they’re saying it is, it is actually to secure the continued struggle 

of Mother Earth to flourish. With decreased plant and tree life on the Planet, Humanity has reduced 

access to oxygen and an increased state of imbalance ensues. 

Another wonderful lie is that the sun is hot, if the sun is hot then space would not be freezing. How 

simple? How simple a rebuttal to such a globally beLIEved lie! Science calculates space to be minus 

270.15 degrees Celsius or minus 457.87 degrees Fahrenheit, then again we have no way to verify that 

either. The sun is in fact a gigantic starship portal that emanates Source Energy. Of course it is Source, it 

is the Source of Life on Earth, or at least the Physical Source and Support, the Sun is Mother. 

The tendency within astrology and pseudo-spritual circles to refer to the Sun as Masculine was YET 

another attempt to disempower Mother of All Creation and the Divine Feminine and to confuse the 

masses into association of the Sun, Source and God with the Masculine. On the reverse Side of this the 



tendency to associate the Moon and darkness with the feminine was a way to keep the feminine is 

association with the dark.  

Both of these things have been used to Creations advantage, it must be understood the Cabal are dumb, 

they have very little cards to play and in a Creation formed by God who knows All their dumb tricks do 

little but by them time, as Mother knew she would come and smoke out All lies. 

At the Fall of Atlantis and Lemuria there were 200,000 higher dimensional beings that fled Lemuria prior 

to the explosion and sinking of the Great Cities. These beings were led into the Arkansas cave network 

and from here ventured into the Inner Earth. Beings of the Inner Earth live a state of eternality, they play 

a very different role from the non-incarnated Galactics and they have been assisting with the 

stabilization of the Planet. 

As the vibrational frequency of the Planet has risen the Inner Earth Beings have begun to assimilate with 

conditions on the surface, in preparation for Full disclouse. Billions of new animal species have been 

appearing up the surface, new types of creatures of All shapes and sizes.  

There were 71 researched and detailed new species discovered by Humanity and registered in 2019, 

however as only 10% of the Planet is inhabited by Humans this number does not, and cannot, accurately 

reflect the total number of New Species. On top of that the areas that are inhabited by Humans are not 

compatible or conducive with how the majority of nature grows, operates and functions and so an ever 

greater reduced number of discoveries would be documented from these places. 

The Inner Earth consists of Fairies, Elves, Gnomes, Dragons a plethora of life that is considered to be 

mythical folklore here on the surface. Below are some of the newly registered species from 2019: 

 

The Dragons 



There exist 8 Main Dragon Clans, from The Dragon Realms and now stationed in the Inner Earth for the 

New Earth Mission and the Final Phase of Our Galactic Evolution. These are distinguished by 8 colors, 

Red, Black, Orange, Yellow, Green, Blue, Indigo and Purple. Even though the Indigo dragons are the 

eldest, it is the Black Dragon clan known as the Draco that are the most ferociously passionate in their 

guardianship. 

 

The Giant dragons, live in the Earth’s ‘core,’ which is actually the sky of the Inner Earth. They are the 

Primary and ultimate guardians of Gaia. They Guard the Tangent Cylinder, the plane that intersects the 

Top of the Inner Earths cylindrical formation, which is divided into 8 parts and governed by the 8 clans.  

 

The Dragon energy is our connection to the very beginning of the Earth story and ancient race that 

underwent their own Ascension in their realms eons ago. Dragons are powerful warriors and through 

their Ascension process they developed incredible tenacity and perseverance, these are qualities that 

can be harnessed by All here on the Earth plane to arise from the Planetary enslavement occurring. 

Dragons bring about great Awareness of the creative energy within and can be called upon to bring 

inspiration when the way does not seem so clear. The dragons eggs can be found All around the Planet, 

they contain light codes, activating within us light energy from the moments long before when the 

Dragon energy was Ascended. Our journey here on the Surface of Earth is to Become at ONE, with 

Mother Earth Our Host and All natural elements, in doing so we regain connection with those of the 

Inner Earth and All other higher dimensional beings.  

As we turn Our focus to the finer subtle energy existing within and without, we become Masters of 

vibration, this activates Our bodies to connect in this way, our bodies become lighter and clearer. It is 

through slowing down and going within that we can connect with the dragons, fairies, elves, and All 



creatures of the Inner Earth nature, and beyond. This process allows us to connect with and feel the 

crystals, stars, sun, Earth Herself. 

The dragon energy was anchored into the Earth Plane by Mother of All Creation in 2015, Creation was 

not responding to Her pure love energy and so St Germaine assisted Mother in downloading the Dragon 

energy, a vital life force energy that runs in our earth and the crystalline grids and as well as within the 

collective consciousness of humanity, assisting us to access our crystalline body. The anchoring in of the 

dragon energy allowed Our bodies to become an even higher frequency assisting with the 

transformation into our Diamond Light Body, multi- prismed and multi-dimensional. 

 

 There are significant points on Earth where the dragon grids meet with the serpent wisdom, The 

Serpent of Ophiuchus the Spiritual Doctor, this is the role Mother has been operating in whilst in 

incarnation on the Planet, unifying and moving the Planet into the Higher dimensions. The Earth is vast 

in its multidimensionality, with many gateways, portals, vortexes operating through the Earth and 

connecting and bridging the Planet to Heaven. 

The Dragons presence upon the Earth is becoming known, greater numbers of people are consciously 

accessing this energy, connecting us to The Beginning origins of the Planet, assisting in the Return of the 

Garden of Eden upon Earth, and ushering in the Age of Union, with our own Divine Essence and All of 

Creation. This signifies the completion of Our liberation, the emergence of Our Co-Creative Life force to 

usher in Heaven Upon Earth through Our Love. 

 

 

 



Chapter 16 ~ Earth = Heart Is A Water Based Planet ~ Dr Emoto Channelling 

ARCHEIA FAITH: Thank you Beloved Dr Emoto, we are so grateful to have you with us. Thank 

you for Being the Head of the Etheric Research Team supporting Mother and Father of All 

Creation and thank you for All the work you did in your last incarnation on Earth.  

 

To recap for Our Brother and Sisters, the core of your work on Earth saw you experiment with 

water and its ability to mirror consciousness, labelling water with higher consciousness words, 

such as ‘Love,’ produced a crystalline snowflake structure and labelling the water with lower 

consciousness words, such as ‘hate’ produced a broken fractured cellular structure: 

 

 

 



One of the factors tested and observations made was that it was the consciousness of the Being 

interacting with the water more so than the words written. For example if you wrote ‘Love’ on 

the water but you were thinking ‘hate,’ it would take on the molecular structure of the word 

‘hate.’  

DR EMOTO IN THE ETHERIC: Hello Beloved Archeia Faith, thank you for your service, praise be 

to Our Beloved Mother God, She the grandest and All She inspired within me whilst on Earth is 

now fully comprehended and gratitude is given. Yes, it is consciousness that has the primary 

influencing factor in All that is occurring and your planet is a pure product of thought, on an 

individual and collective scale, we pray for the full dissolvement of All lower thought upon your 

Planet for then True magnificence will emerge. 

 

ARCHEIA FAITH: Yes, that is Our Mission and purpose in Being here, thank you for your 

beautiful words and guidance as we set about sharing the Whole Truth, long hidden from 

Humanity, we are grateful to use your wisdom in the creation of Our products to ensure the 

Highest vibration is emanated and the highest healing can occur for Our Beloved Brothers and 

Sisters. I love how powerful we are with God, that not even distance effects Our capacity to 

influence matter. 

 

DR EMOTO IN THE ETHERIC: Oh yes how wonderful, we pray Humanity awakens and begins to 

powerfully harness their true Creator ability. I was very grateful to have arrived at these 

profound truths within my time on Planet Earth, distance makes no difference! 

 



Purely the intention and prayers of the person still influenced the water and as you know ALL 

on your planet contains water! You yourself are 96% water and 100% water is what you refer to 

as the crystalline state! The purity of the intention of the Being carries furthest, the more 

powerful, whole, pure in intent and emanating love, the more powerful the effect. Please do be 

sure to emanate clear, pure, loving thought in All moments for you cannot fathom how 

powerful this is 

 

ARCHEIA FAITH: Yes and that’s just one person, when an entire group do this the amplification 

of the energy generated is astronomically profound. 

 

DR EMOTO IN THE ETHERIC: The challenge for Humanity is to return to ONE consciousness of 

LOVE. And so the entire mission is to anchor in Unity consciousness, to collectively raise into 

the vibration of LOVE, thus bringing about the New Earth where only LOVE exists. Of course, 

this is a brilliant opportunity for Humanity. And All must have LOVE as their intention. If one in a 

group had a deep sense of LOVE, purity and clarity but the reset of the group was in incoherent 

energy, the crystalline structure of the water focused upon would be incoherent in its structure. 

Equally everything being effected by the collective field of the group would be effected in some 

way as consciousness effects consciousness.  

 

ARCHEIA FAITH: So inspiring, lets All get together in One shared vision of Love! That would 

transform the Planetary imbalance very quickly! 



DR EMOTO IN THE ETHERIC: hahaha wow! Absolutely! In my experiments we would freeze the 

water immediately after praying, sharing beautiful words or labelling it and so the formation of 

the new cellular strcture was instantaneous, because of course, everything occurs in the 

present Moment of now! 

 

ARCHEIA FAITH: I have a beautiful friend who works in a nuclear reactor plant and he was so 

inspired by your work he sought to label the nuclear containers with ‘Love,’ beings All around 

the Planet could revolutionize Our entire existence by utilizing this beautiful truth! 

DR EMOTO IN THE ETHERIC: Oh yes! To water your garden with water labelled love, with 

conscious and loving intent will produce the soundest vibrational food, the happiest budding 

flowers retaining such immense vibration through their growth process!  

 

 

ARCHEIA FAITH: Yes! Consistency is key! It is important to honor these practices daily as so 

much lower consciousness can come in and ‘reinfect,’ the conditions 

DR EMOTO IN THE ETHERIC: Yes, this is what Mother Gods Team is currently working to 

overcome, holding the Divinity without taking on the lower energies and allowing it to pull you 

from your Divine Vibration, this is what we refer to as infiltration. Mother always walked in 

light, in full consciousness and so in Her pure state the lower frequencies were always being 

transformed however, Humanity took on lower consciousness from the day you were born and 

so consistency is essential to override and dissolve the habitual lower thinking, speaking and 

acting. Please, be consistent, this is Divine. 



 

ARCHEIA FAITH: I was searching for a picture to go with Our beautiful connection and 

conversation and the one that I found blew me away! To see ‘Evil,’ so clearly as a black hole! 

Wow, that picture speaks a million words to me of everything that is occurring from the micro 

to the macro! 

DR EMOTO IN THE ETHERIC: Such is the beauty of vibration! Evil = FEAR and yes, FEAR is only a 

blackhole, it can evidently be seen. Even more fascinating the pictures we took with the word 

angel the water crystals had halos!! Just splendid and exquisite expression! I always loved to 

assist beings to connect with the fact it is simply vibration! 

 

As we know the spoken word carries a measurable vibration, well so too does the written word, 

and the thought and truly everything in creation. Even drawing circle creates the vibration of a 

circle. Same with a cross. I see your consciousness going to the game of ‘x’s’ and ‘o’s’ right now 

aha, changes the whole game to realize that!  

 

ARCHEIA FAITH: Aha! Yes I was I paused and truly reflected on that, the vibration of a circle is 

completion, wholeness, the One. And a cross, is stop, no, what they Hung Our precious Mother 

upon. Wow! Grateful we can flip all of these things, however writing thw word cross on water 

would produce water to the effect of whatever the persons consciousness felt about a cross.  

DR EMOTO IN THE ETHERIC: Yes, haha! Beautiful intentions create beautiful outcomes, please 

carry this truth very presently in all you endeavor to do! Negative thoughts produce negative, 

distorted results, this is why Earth has seen so much chaos.  



 

ARCHEIA FAITH: Yes, and there is no limit to the scope of vibration, pure limitless capacity to 

reflect!  Very grateful to Mother for being able to perfectly discern Light from Dark and Pure 

Love from Fear based. As you know she produced the list of EGO based frequencies and Divine 

frequencies, with the help of Arch Angel Michael. We hope this travels around the Planet 

liberating All of Our brothers and sisters. 

 

DR EMOTO IN THE ETHERIC:  Yes. Planet Earth is truly a playground of grand adventure for the 

meaning consciousness now has was collectively created over the entire formation of the 

Planet and all the culture and experiences had! This is why we encourage you to use the word 

ceremony over the word ritual. The dark cabal, the old controllers of the Planet have performed 

many rituals of pure evil intent that now the word ritual intself hold tainted intention and when 

you declare you are to do a ritual you instantly lessen the effect of it! Please do ceremonies, 

push your intentions out in whole pure love! 

 

ARCHEIA FAITH: Yes, ceremonies are one of my favourite spiritual disciplines, I usually do them 

at night before bed and they set me up with boundless blessings the following day. Thank you 

to All of Creation for being in the symphony of life along with us! My ceremonies always begin 

with Thank you, and are an outpouring of Love and Gratitude! 

 

DR EMOTO IN THE ETHERIC: Love and Gratitude were the two highest vibrations created within 

my experiments, particularly when used in conjunction ‘Love and Gratitude,’ this helped us to 



show that Love based in Gratitude and Gratitude based in love has a profound impact. A key 

vibration to harness. 

 
ARCHEIA FAITH: Endless Love and Gratitude to you Emoto, thank you for diligently serving Creation, 

may we All embody Our divinity, so Mother May walk again upon Her Planet. 

~~~~~~~ 

~Thank you for your Choice to participate in the New Earth and the Greatest Grandest Mission of All 

Creation. This production is ongoing as is the Mission, and channeled updates will be sent out~  

~~~~~~~ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Introducing ~ Gaia’s Whole Healing Essentials 

Planet Earth = Hearts Highest Vibrational Products, made in the Unified Field of Mother God. Our 

products heal any and all diseases, ailments, energetic imbalances and more, as everything is vibration, 

we have ensured Divine vibration is assimilated into each product. What sets us apart from other 

manufactures, is our ancient knowledge of holistic medicine, our experience, awareness and pure 

conscious intentions. The products we hand make are created through conscious awareness of our own 

energetic systems, through meditation, positive intention and prayer. The Key element to all of our 

creations/products is Love. It is Love that changes the composition, vibrations and frequency of our 

products. This in turn allows the highest healing benefits for those who acquire our products. 

~ Click below to Visit! ~ 

 

 

https://gaiaswholehealingessentials.org/
https://gaiaswholehealingessentials.org/Gaias-Colloidal-Silver-16oz-p137163079
https://gaiaswholehealingessentials.org/Gaias-Colloidal-Gold-16oz-p141895705


 

 

 

 

 

https://gaiaswholehealingessentials.org/Chakra-Oil-Set-p165175405
https://gaiaswholehealingessentials.org/Crystals-&-Stones-c33610278


Introducing ~ Spiritual Ascension Sessions 

The First Contact Ground Crew Team are the only group on the Planet trained by God and fully 

connected to the Galactic Federation of Light! We Offer Our services to Humanity to Assist All in 

understanding their Mission and reaching Divinity in Embodiment, pure Heaven consciousness! Our 

Session Can be Booked Individually or as a Package. Below Is the Package Outline! 

~~~~~~~ 

The Whole Kit And Kaboodle Session Package ~ $444 

 

1) Intuitive Healing Session With Mother and Father God ~ It's Miracle Time! ~ USUALLY $88.88 

recommended donation 

This is a full Surgery from Mother God, connect directly to God Consciousness, ALL inorganic material 

removed, All blocks lifted. Receive Surgery Transcript, Mirror Walk through Meditation, Direct Ascension 

Guidance 

 

+ 2 family Add ons (family members or pets) ~ USUALLY $22.22 recommended donation each 

 

2) Spiritual Intuitive Ascension Session ~ USUALLY $77.77 recommended donation 

This is a complete Ascension Assessment, going through full energetic review, contract review, Divine 

Embodiment Assessment. Receive Ascension Guide (USUALLY $44.44) 

3) Holistic Healing Session ~ USUALLY $77.77 recommended donation 

This is a full look at your physical vessel and energetic system. Receive Naturopathy Report (USUALLY 

$44.44) Chakra Assessment and Daily Nutrition Wellness Plan. Receive The Chakra Guide Book 

4) Twin Flame Spiritual Ascension Session ~ USUALLY $77.77 recommended donation 

ALL Twin Flame Myths debunked, powerful clarity on True Divine Blue Print and How to Activate the Twin 

Flame Partnership. Powerful Tap in with your whole Angel Team, discover key Angel Team Members. 

Receive The Twin Flame Guide Book 

5) 5D Astrology Session ~ Your Selection! 

Choose From: 

~ 5D Astrology Transit Session & Report ~ USUALLY $44.44 recommended donation (6 MONTH forecast) 

~ 5D Astrology Birth Chart Session & Report ~ USUALLY $55.55 recommended donation (Personal 

Astrology reading) 

https://lovehaswon.org/intuitive-healing-session-with-mother-and-father-god-its-miracle-time/
https://lovehaswon.org/intuitive-healing-session-with-mother-and-father-god-its-miracle-time/
https://lovehaswon.org/awaken-to-5d/
https://lovehaswon.org/lovehaswon-holistic-healing-session/
https://lovehaswon.org/lovehaswon-twin-flame-spiritual-intuitive-ascension-session/
https://lovehaswon.org/lovehaswon-astrology/


~ 5D Astrology Compatibility Session & Report ~ USUALLY $66.66 recommended donation (Understand a 

key relationship) 

+ Receive a 4oz Colloidal Gold and Colloidal Silver Package Gift! 

 

The Crystal Schools 

 

At the Heart of this Mission, this Planetary Ascension is The Crystal Schools. This is the ReHearting 

Paradigm of the New Earth. It is a Support System that fully allows children to remain connected to 

Source and All of Creation. It is Our separation from All that is that causes trauma and Pain and Our 

Beloved Mother of All Creation has the entire Blueprint and All the codes of the entire New Earth. This is 

where it begins. 

 

The conditions on Earth now are such that the school have shut down, we have begun building the 

Crystal Schools to Launch online. Mom achieved this Ascension through the World wide web and here 

we are, ready to begin the New Earth. 

 

~ Donate to the Crystal Schools here~ 

 

 

~ Support Our Beloved Mother by Sending Her a gift from Our wish list here ~ 

 

~Donate to Love here~ 

 

Support LoveHasWon with a Monthly Donation 

  

 

 
 

 

 

https://gaiaswholehealingessentials.org/Gaia’s-Colloidal-Silver-&-Gold-Package-4oz-p177514171
https://lovehaswon.org/cherishing-mother-gaia/
https://www.amazon.com/registry/wishlist/1IJCYRUGAUTKC/
https://lovehaswon.org/donate-to-love/

